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Abstract 
Opera Australia is the national opera company of Australia. Without the possibility to access 
replacement singers at short notice the geographically isolated company avoids financial losses 
through illness-related performance cancellations by employing cover-singers for every role in 
an opera. Cover-singers are professional opera singers who rehearse and perform in place of an 
absent performer to ensure certainty of rehearsal progress and performances. This research aims 
to contribute knowledge about working as professional opera singers in Australia by exploring 
the expectations and meanings students and graduates from the Opera School at the Sydney 
Conservatorium of Music, The University of Sydney and professional opera singers associate 
with working as cover-singers at Opera Australia. Forty-three singers participated in this 
phenomenographic study including students and graduates, entry-career level singers, mid-career 
level singers, and senior-career level singers. The scope of employment experiences included 
principal performers, choristers with and without cover work experience, and students and 
graduates without cover work experience. The phenomenographic analysis of the qualitative in-
depth interviews with open-ended questions reveals two central themes of ideas the participants 
associate with cover work. The central themes are interrelated. Work-related ideas include views 
about cover work as a means to enter and maintain paid artistic employment, as artistic 
opportunity to study and test new repertoire, to learn through observation, and the opportunity to 
demonstrate performance skill levels to management. The singers include technical aspects of 
role and performance preparation in the central theme of ideas of work. Self-related ideas about 
cover work describe the effects of cover work on the singers’ identity formation. Depending on 
the placement of the singers within the hierarchical employment order of the company the 
choristers and principal performers experience cover work as positive or negative influences on 
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the formation of their singers’ identity. The students’, graduates’, and entry-career level singers’ 
thinking about cover work as a unidirectional path towards performance work changes in the 
singers at mid- and senior-career levels. They differentiate between the employment streams of 
cover- and performance work and react to the market forces by frequently changing between the 
employment streams. The singers undergo phases of redefinitions to adjust their selves to the 
demands of their working environment and can experience emotions associated with grief during 
the periods of readjustment. At tertiary level, the exposure to the work- and self-related aspects 
of cover work and the acquisition of cover skills would support students in their efforts to master 
early career opportunities as novice professionals after graduating. At industry level, the 
awareness of the effects of cover work on the singers’ identity formation would contribute to a 
positive workplace culture during the preparatory process of an opera production. The research 
findings suggest further investigations into cover-related careers could benefit from the 
application of suitable models of a methodology of mixed methods of phenomenology and life 
history research. 
 
Key terms: cover work, performance work, cover-singer, understudy, opera singers, choristers, 
principal performers, performing-cast, cover-cast, phenomenographic study, mixed methods of 
phenomenology, life history research, identity work, singers’ identities, opera performance, 
performance technique, opera rehearsals  
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1. Introduction 
After ten years performing principal roles in Europe and Australia, I was exposed to the idea of 
covering1 (understudying) twenty years ago at the beginning of my continuing professional 
relationship with Opera Australia. Since then I have regularly performed and covered major 
principal roles in Australia. Throughout the years with the company I became aware that there 
were differences in the motivations to undertake cover work among my colleagues and in how 
the experiences during periods of cover work affected them emotionally. My involvement during 
the past ten years with teaching young opera students at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music 
exposed me to the emotional struggles of the students to come to terms with casting decisions for 
the operas performed at the institution. During my preparations to cover Richard Wagner’s 
operatic character Brünnhilde for Opera Australia’s first full Ring Cycle in 2013, I was 
confronted with well-meaning but inappropriate remarks by students about their wishes for me to 
be able to ‘go on’. It was then that I realised that the students have no clear understanding of 
what it means to work as a cover at Opera Australia, and I wanted to introduce the subject of 
covering into discussions about working as an opera singer. In my effort to assemble a body of 
literature for the students I became aware that to date, there is no body of research available that 
has explored how singers experience cover work. Much research has been dedicated to changing 
career structures across major industries since the beginning of the digitalised age (Cooper and 
Burke, 2002). The move away from organisational careers to protean career models and the 
subsequent consequences for organisations and employees is in the process of continued 
interdisciplinary exploration (Hall and Moss, 1998; Hall, 2004; Briscoe and Hall, 2006; De Vos 
and Soens, 2008; Zafar and Mat, 2012). The emerging interest into the career development of 
                                                 
1  Covering is also known as “understudying”, where a performer studies and rehearses a role in a specific 
production to be able to replace the cast performer in rehearsals and performances at short notice. 
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musicians can be placed within this context. Opera companies are an integral part of the arts 
scene and major employers for orchestral musicians and opera singers. Cover work is an 
important form of employment in geographically isolated opera companies (for example, Opera 
Australia) and metropolitan opera companies (e.g., The Metropolitan Opera in New Nork, the 
Wiener Staatsoper, and The Royal Opera House, Covent Garden). Without the possibility to 
bring in replacement singers from other cities, the expenditure for cover-singers is considered 
justified to ensure certainty of rehearsal progress and performances. The decision to conduct 
research about the expectations and understandings of operatic cover work by professional opera 
singers at Opera Australia and opera students at The University of Sydney was motivated by my 
wish to demystify the idea of cover work, to raise the profile of an important income stream for 
professional performers, and to support the students in their efforts to gain employment after 
graduation. The aim of this thesis is to explore the meanings of cover work and how opera 
singers experience working as covers of major principal roles at Opera Australia. The findings 
contribute knowledge about the skill sets required for covering and the management of 
expectations about cover work as part of the professional performance portfolios for professional 
opera singers and students. I also hope that knowledge about the influence of cover work on the 
identity formation of the singers’ selves raises the awareness of singers to the sensitivities of 
their colleagues during the different stages of their careers, and in doing so, to contribute to a 
productive working environment at Opera Australia. 
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2. Research background 
The numbers of long-term contracts for professional singers at Opera Australia were reduced in 
favour of seasonal and casual contracts, following the global trend towards a casualised 
workforce. Opera Australia reduced the numbers of ongoing principal singers from 28 in 2011 
(Opera Australia, 2011, p. 13) to 7 in 2016 (Opera Australia, 2016, p. 14). During the same 
period, the casual and seasonal principal workforce increased from eight singers (Opera 
Australia, 2011, p. 13) to 106 (Opera Australia, 2016, p. 14). With the casualisation of the 
principal workforce and the reduction of performances—Opera Australia reduced its main-stage 
performances during the period above from 224 (Opera Australia, 2011, p. 19) to 157 (Opera 
Australia, 2016, p. 25)—the opportunities for opera singers to fully concentrate on the 
performance part of their professional portfolios becomes more difficult. Singers are involved in 
regular performances, require time to practise, and prepare new repertoire within a financially 
stable environment. These activities are necessary to achieve the desired artistic outcomes in a 
highly competitive environment and lead to high levels of identification of the singers’ inner 
selves with their role as performers. Depending on the availability of performance work, the 
singers are either able to maintain their identity as singers or need to redefine themselves through 
other aspects of their professional portfolios (Oakland, MacDonald, and Flowers, 2012; 2013). 
Oakland et al. (2013) suggest that the opera singer’s identity is a sum of two sub-
identities. The first is formed through the relationship between “Identity and the voice” (p. 262). 
The second, “Work and musical identity” (p. 263), describes how the singer’s musical identity is 
situated within the realities of work opportunities. Knowledge about cover work as an 
opportunity to work when other performance opportunities are unavailable directly influences 
the singer’s self. Oakland et al. (2013) suggest that the ability to adjust the salience of the sub-
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identities is a predictor of success in adapting to changed work and health conditions. Identifying 
the nature of opera singers’ selves as they move through these changes in work conditions would 
seem to be important to the industry and therefore, the experience of cover work must be of 
interest to the musical workforce and employers. 
Newspapers frequently report on cover-singers having to fill in for sick performers 
(Fraser, 1995; Harvey, 2009; Sisario, 2009) but there is a profound lack of investigation into the 
performance and career aspects of cover-performers who remain mostly invisible to the public. 
Personal experiences of cover-performers (including actors and dancers) offer direct 
insight into the subject matter. Schiffmann (2008) interviewed the actors Rod Gnapp, Adam Fry, 
Kathleen Link, and Leslie O’Carroll about their experiences as cover-actors working in regional 
theatres in the United States. The actors reflected on technical, psychological and motivational 
aspects of covering. The comments of all actors indicate that high levels of personal 
commitment, self-initiative, and discipline regarding their role preparation were key to 
successful cover work. There is agreement that cover work is challenging. The actors note the 
lack of possibilities to build muscle memory in rehearsals, the lack of guidance by the director, 
the uncertainty of undertaking the performance, and a sense of panic if they must go on. The 
reasons to take on cover work were subjective. They included artistic considerations (e.g., to 
improve acting skills), career development (e.g., to “work with a certain director”, p. 20), and 
private considerations (e.g., to “re-enter the workforce after maternity leave”, p. 20). 
Midgette (2005) interviewed opera singers about their experiences in covering at the 
Metropolitan Opera in New York. Like Schiffmann, she identified the lack of onstage rehearsals 
and the uncertainty of performance events as a significant concern. But more so than 
Schiffman’s actors, Midgette’s singers were concerned with the career implications of cover 
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work. Status was not a concern for Schiffman but Midgette identified feelings of apprehension 
the singers displayed about their invisibility as performers, the lack of public review, and the fear 
of a perceived loss of career status. Financial aspects did not feature in Schiffman’s article but 
Midgette indicated that appropriate remuneration was a major positive factor in the mainly 
freelance environment for singers in the U.S. Midgette suggests that the Metropolitan Opera 
considers cover-singers a creative and financial asset. It is worthwhile for the company to pay 
cover-singers sufficiently as it prevents the possibility of greater financial loss if a cover-singer 
must be flown in at short notice. 
Thompson (2014) writes from her perspective as a dancer. Her view is closer to 
Schiffman than to Midgette in that she perceives covering mostly as a period of opportunity to 
demonstrate professional ability and work ethic to management with the outlook of future full-
time employment. She points towards the positive experience of Lia Cirio, now a principal 
dancer with the Boston Ballet, who relates her success of becoming a company member to 
successful cover work. Schiffman, Midgette and Thompson agree that cover work is technically 
and psychologically challenging. The actors and dancers were less concerned about career status 
than the singers. The singers identified financial security as a positive aspect of cover work. 
Creech et al. (2008) identified “finding time to practice” (p. 320) a major challenge for 
musicians. This must apply to covers. While spending hours passively watching their colleagues 
rehearse, they must practice their roles ‘after hours’. Role preparation was a major indicator for 
successful cover work in the interviews by Schiffman, Midgette and Thompson. Acquiring an 
effective method for role preparation during tertiary education is vital to allow graduates a 
smooth transition into the profession, especially if they begin as cover-performers. Lewis (2000) 
developed a comprehensive manual for role preparation, encompassing the interdependent areas 
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of music, voice, language, and drama. Her advice about business expectations at the beginning of 
chapter XI Opera as a Business fits directly into the findings above: 
The opera world is a very small and intimate community. The best means of securing 
future employment is through disciplined preparation and professional behaviour each 
and every time a singer performs. The administrators of opera companies try to hire 
singers, conductors and stage directors who have a positive work record (p. 125). 
Oakland and colleagues offer insights into the identity of opera singers in a series of three 
studies in which they used Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis to investigate enforced 
operatic career interruptions. Oakland et al.’s first study (2012) was inspired by Joseph and 
Linley’s organismic valuing theory of growth after adversity (2005). It concentrates on different 
aspects of grieving as seven opera singers tried to deal with their experience of having been 
made redundant. The data show that the singers primarily needed to redefine their relationships 
with their voices outside of professional engagements to experience growth after trauma. 
Without the ability to earn a living through their voices and the status that is attached to the 
profession, they had to find new reasons for why they wanted to sing. The participants moved 
through stages of grief (Kübler-Ross and Kessler, 2005) after and during the process of 
redefinition. Their “grief was also individually orientated” (Oakland et al., 2012, p. 145). The 
second study, (Oakland et al., 2013), continued the investigation into the special relationship 
opera singers have with their voice as the identifier of themselves. The study resulted in the 
finding that two sub-identities influenced the formation of the singers’ identity. The first sub-
identity was formed through the relationship between “identity and the voice” (p. 262) and can 
include musical attributes like individual vocal characteristics, musicianship and acting ability. 
For example, one singer loves the timbre of his voice and is proud of his musicianship but cannot 
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act well. He identifies himself as a ‘good musician’. Another singer has a beautiful voice and 
takes pride in his acting skills. He identifies himself as an ‘acting singer’. The second sub-
identity, “Work and a musical identity” (p. 263) described how the singers’ musical identity was 
situated within the realities of work opportunities. For example, the opera director needs to cast a 
new production. He prefers the ‘acting singer’ and hires him. The ‘good musician’ makes sure he 
gets to cover the ‘acting singer’ because he does not want to work outside his profession (e.g., as 
a clerk). Oakland et al. (2013) related the level of success of the ability to adapt to the enforced 
career interruption of the redundant opera singers directly to the “salience given to the individual 
sub-identities” (p. 261). According to the first study (Oakland et al., 2012), the ‘good musician’ 
now enters a period of grief, because he must deal with his new reality of being backstage rather 
than onstage. The severity of his grief will depend on how skilled he is in identifying other 
opportunities for self-validation. Oakland et al. (2013) suggested addressing the ability to move 
between sub-identities with students during tertiary education. Training of applied music 
psychologists would assist the music workforce. The third study (Oakland et al., 2014) extended 
the investigation into the effects of operatic job loss by following the journey of a singer who 
lost his work because of physical incapacity. The ‘good musician’ has permanently injured 
himself and now has no choice but to work outside his vocation. Again, he will transition 
through a period of grief before he can emotionally accept his new position in life. The results of 
this study confirmed Oakland et al.’s findings in 2012 and 2103 that the quality of the ability to 
re-evaluate the sub-identities as a performer is key for successful career transitions. All three 
studies pointed to the importance for performers to not lose sight of the entirety of their skill sets. 
The flexibility to draw on different skills allows for smoother career transitions in the more and 
more casualised artistic workforce. 
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Manturzewska (1990) was one of the first researchers to conduct lifespan developmental 
research. She collected empirical data from 165 Polish musicians about the life course, stages 
and dimensions of professional musicians between the ages of 21-89. Manturzewska finds the 
phase of “greatest artistic achievement” is between 25 and 45 years of age (p. 128). It is followed 
by the phase of “greatest achievement in teaching” (p. 128). Her data shows that musicians retire 
later, with most musicians performing untill after the age of 70 (Fig. 10, p. 131). Furthermore, 
the data shows that professional musicians engage in a life-long process of redefinition to 
changes specific to age and environment. 
Gembris and Heye (2014) also use lifespan developmental research “as framework to 
investigate aspects of orchestral musicians’ careers” (p. 372). A representative questionnaire 
about ageing in a symphonic orchestra was presented to “2536 professional musicians” (p. 371). 
The collected data showed that most participants (45.5%) believed their performance level 
peaked between the ages of 30 and 39 years (p. 379). Nearly all musicians under the age of 39 
years perceived themselves as being young. Nearly all musicians aged over 50 years perceived 
themselves as being old. There was a clear phase of transition in the age group of orchestra 
musicians from 40 to 49 years, when the ‘former’ younger group began to perceive “themselves 
as older musicians” (p. 378). The participants ranked the following problem areas as particularly 
affected by ageing: “physical, cognitive, sensory organ, and psychological” (p. 383). The 
majority reacted to those problems with “optimisation and increased practice” (p. 383). It was 
suggested that the SOC principles, i.e., selection, optimisation, compensation (Baltes, 1997), 
“cannot be applied to orchestra musicians, because they are not included in artistic decisions 
about repertoire and its execution” (p. 383). Eighty-five percent of musicians in the age group of 
over 60 years compensate for declining performance with the element of experience and identify 
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“a deeper understanding of music as” (p. 384) an advantage of growing older. Eighty-one percent 
of younger musicians are “interested in the experience of their older colleagues” (p. 384). 
Gembris and Heye (2014) recommend “orchestras develop a culture which not only considers 
aging as a general process but also gives room to the individual process of aging” (p. 386). It 
would be of interest to investigate if aspects of age emerge from the ideas about covering. 
Covering is often perceived as the domain for young beginners, but singers at all career levels 
cover roles at Opera Australia. 
Kenny, Driscoll and Ackermann (2014) explored the psychological wellbeing of 
musicians in the “eight full-time professional symphonic and pit orchestras” (p. 211) of Australia 
in their lifespan developmental research. Three hundred and seventy-six participants were 
grouped by age into four categories: under 30 years, between 31 and 40 years, between 41and 50 
years, and 51 years and older. The collected data of this comprehensive study identified 
significantly higher levels of “trait anxiety, music performance anxiety, social and other forms of 
anxiety and depression in female musicians” (p. 215). The youngest men and women (aged 
under 30 years) had the highest levels of anxiety (p. 216). Older musicians (aged 51 years and 
older) scored lowest on music performance anxiety (p. 216). Thirty-two percent of musicians can 
be classed as depressed (p. 222). Age was identified as one of other “independent predictors of 
music performance anxiety severity” (p. 227). It is interesting that the age group of 51 years and 
older had the lowest levels of performance anxiety. The same age group identified themselves as 
being ‘old’ and having diminished peak performance levels in the aforementioned study by 
Gembris and Heye (2014). 
Musicians’ careers can last for five or six decades (Manturzewska, 1990). Musicians, 
including opera singers, engage continually in the process of redefinition as a reaction to changes 
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specific to age and environment. They move through a sequence of developmental stages over 
the length of their careers. The adaptation to constant change is of interest to other industries. If 
the ability to adjust the salience of the sub-identities by professional singers is a predictor of 
success in adapting to changed work and health conditions (Oakland et al. 2013), then 
knowledge about working as a cover as part of opera singers’ employment portfolios must be of 
interest to the workforce of professional singers and students. The aim of this research then is to 
explore the meanings of cover-work and how opera singers experience working as covers of 
major principal roles at Opera Australia. The findings extend the knowledge about the required 
skill sets for covering and the management of expectations about cover work as part of the 
professional performance portfolios for professional opera singers and students. 
 The research into the qualitative differences between the  experiences and expectations 
by the participants in this study provides a platform for continued investigative study about the 
process of renegotiation of the inner selves of professional singers  during periods of career 
transitions. 
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3. Methodology 
“Phenomenography is a research method adapted for mapping the qualitatively different ways in 
which people experience, conceptualise, perceive, and understand various aspects of, and 
phenomena in, the world around them” (Marton, 1986, p. 31). 
The extensive presence of anecdotal material and lack of systematic research about 
singers’ experiences and expectations of operatic cover work informed the choice of 
phenomenography as the methodology for this thesis to methodically explore the scope of 
experiences and expectations about cover work by a wide range of participants. The two creative 
projects that are part of the course requirements for the degree of Doctor of Musical Arts 
scaffolded the decision process for the use of phenomenography. Both projects were presented 
and assessed by a jury panel within our institution. Presenting the projects in detail within this 
study would go beyond the scope of this written thesis. 
Creative Project 1 
Extending the findings of Oakland et al. (2012; 2013; 2014), I predicted that some singers 
transition through stages of grief to redefine their artistic identities to the realities of cover work 
in the absence of other performance opportunities. The aim of Creative Project 1 was to heighten 
the my awareness about the process of grieving in preparation for prospective phenomenographic 
interviews. 
I musically explored the psychological aspects of re-evaluating the self in the dramatic 
development of the character “Scully” in the opera The Riders (Grandage and Croggon, 2014) 
and his transitions through the “five stages of grief: denial, bargaining, anger, depression and 
acceptance” after Kübler-Ross (1969). I also explored the unsuccessful adjustment Ophelia’s to 
her changed circumstances in Drei Lieder der Ophelia, Op. 67, TrV 238 (Strauss, 1918). The 
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outcome of Creative Project 1 was a heightened awareness of the possibility of different 
emotional responses by individuals to a specific phenomenon. It supported the use of open-ended 
questions in our interviews so that the themes and ideas about cover work are introduced by the 
participants and not the researcher. The awareness of possible emotions of grief experienced by 
the participants led to the inclusion of contact details for crisis support into the Participant 
Information Statement (Appendix A). 
Creative Project 2 
Creative Project 2 further examined the suitability of phenomenography as the chosen 
methodology for this research by investigating the possibility that an individual can have 
different views about a phenomenon depending on their life history at the time of experiencing 
the phenomenon. 
Phenomenography has been used in many studies to investigate meanings of music and 
teaching in music (Reid, 2001; Reid and Petocz, 2003; Reid, Dahlgren, Petocz and Dahlgren, 
2008; Reid and Duke, 2015). Hermanowicz (2007) wants to bring people and their work contexts 
into analysis through live history research. By changing the traditional question “What do you 
do?” to “What do you think about what you do?” (p. 627), the interviewee becomes an active 
participant in the study. This person-oriented approach allows the participant to interpret his own 
experiences. The triangulation of both research methods in Creative Project 2 allowed me to 
draw on my own experiences and observations as a professional opera performer. The new 
reality of life the central operatic character Brünnhilde faces at her awakening at the beginning of 
Act 3 in Richard Wagner’s (1813-1883) opera Siegfried (1876) represented the phenomena. 
Extending the findings from Creative Project 1 and following Gembris and Heye’s (2014) 
conclusions about perceptions of ageing in orchestral musicians, I presented three interpretations 
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of the scene by positioning Brünnhilde in two age groups while experiencing different stages of 
grief. In the first interpretation, Brünnhilde belonged to the age group of 30-39 years when 
musicians consider themselves as young (Gembris and Heye, 2014). Her state of mind 
represented the first and second stage of grief, denial and bargaining (Kübler-Ross, 1969). This 
interpretation was the basis against which the following two interpretations were compared. The 
Brünnhildes in the second and third interpretations belonged to the age group of 40-50 years 
when musicians do not consider themselves young anymore (Gembris and Heye, 2014). 
Brünnhilde’s state of mind in the second interpretation represented the third and fourth stage of 
grief, anger and depression (Kübler-Ross, 1969). Her mind in the third and last interpretation 
was situated in the stage of grief of acceptance (Kübler-Ross, 1969). The interpretations were 
based on changes to the life histories for each Brünnhilde leading up to the beginning of the 
scene. Differences in the quality of her relationship with her father and her age informed the 
creation of the life histories and led to her emotional responses to the dramatic reality of her 
situation after awakening from enforced sleep. The span of my career made it possible to draw 
on experiences relating to the age groups of this project as well as the states of mind of the grief 
cycle. The first outcome of Creative Project 2 was that a difference in interpretations could be 
established between a younger and older Brünnhilde. The second outcome was that a difference 
in interpretations could be established between an ‘angry’ and ‘depressed’ Brünnhilde and an 
‘accepting’ Brünnhilde of the same age group. The outcomes of this project supported the idea 
that views about a phenomenon can not only differ between individuals but can also change 
throughout the life span of an individual. 
Confirmation of phenomenography as the methodology for this thesis 
The combined outcomes of Creative Project 1 and Creative Project 2 supported the choice of 
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phenomenography as the methodology to investigate the ideas students, graduates and 
professional singers affiliate with cover work, and to explore the possibility of changed meanings 
of cover work and career expectations throughout the career span of professional singers at 
Opera Australia. 
Opera Australia is the national opera company of Australia. Located in Sydney, New 
South Wales, it is the only non-seasonal Australian opera company performing regularly 
throughout the year. The regional state companies of Victoria, Queensland, Western Australia, 
and South Australia are seasonal theatres with limited performances per season, and 
predominantly employ singers who reside in their states. Opera Australia provides working 
opportunities for all Australian resident singers, in addition to international guest singers. Its 
unique geographical isolation limits the company’s ability to recruit performance-ready singers 
for a specific role at short notice, if the need arises. It also limits the opportunities for Australian 
singers to perform overseas at short notice and to create subsequent performance opportunities 
with the companies. Opera Australia is the major pathway for young Australian opera graduates, 
including alumni of the Sydney Conservatorium of Music, The University of Sydney, to enter the 
professional workforce.  
I applied Walsh’s (Bowden and Walsh, 2000) reasoning about the choice of interviewees, 
in that I purposefully restricted the field of participants to professional singers with work 
experiences at Opera Australia, and graduates and students from the Opera School of the Sydney 
Conservatorium of Music “to maximise the range of perspectives encountered and to ensure that 
[I] interviewed students who had had similar educational experiences”. (p. 9) 
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Participants 
I targeted four groups in accordance with correlating age groups in the studies by Manturzewska 
(1990), Gembris and Heye (2014), and Kenny, Driscoll and Ackermann (2014). I purposefully 
included opera students and recent graduates of the Opera School without work experience at a 
professional company in this research to compare expectations of novice professionals with the 
realities of the professional workforce. Entry-, mid-, and senior-career levels describe the age 
levels of the participants and do not imply hierarchical positions within the company: 
1. Students and graduates from the Opera School at The University of Sydney 
2. Entry-career level professional singers aged under 40 years 
3. Mid-career level professional singers aged between 40 and 49 years, and 
4. Senior-career level professional singers aged 50 years and over. 
After obtaining the appropriate ethics approval (Appendix B), recruitment letters were 
posted in the Company Herald of Opera Australia (Appendix C) and on the Learning and 
Management Site of the Opera Hub of the Sydney Conservatorium of Music (Appendix D). Six 
professional singers felt compelled to approach me to state their wish to not participate in this 
research. They anticipated the prospect of being interviewed to be too emotionally painful. The 
reasons were individually connected with current processes of redefinitions of their core 
identities as singers and included involuntary redundancy, fear of unemployment, and loss of 
status. 
Forty-four singers responded and agreed to be interviewed. Signed Participant Consent 
Forms were obtained from these singers (Appendix E). The singers were divided into two 
cohorts.  
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Cohort I 
The singers of Cohort I had no work experience with Opera Australia at the time of the interview 
and included 10 students who were enrolled in the Opera School and four graduates of the Opera 
School in their first year after graduation. The ages ranged between 23 and 37 years. The singers 
of Cohort I will be referred to as “students” and “graduates”.  
Cohort II 
The singers of Cohort II shared the experience of being professionally affiliated with Opera 
Australia at different employment levels throughout their performance careers. In addition to the 
participant of the trial interview, Cohort II included 19 principal singers2 of which four had been 
members of the chorus of Opera Australia at the beginning of their careers and 10 were current 
members of the chorus.3 All principals had covered and performed major principal roles. Seven 
choristers had covered and performed major principal roles in addition to their workloads in the 
chorus. Three choristers had not yet covered major principal roles. The ages in Cohort II ranged 
from 28 to 62 years. According to the targeted age groups of this cohort, a total of 10 
professional singers belonged to the age group of under 40 years, nine professional singers to the 
age group between 40 and 49 years, and 10 professional singers to the group of 50 years and 
over. The size of the participant groups was not conducive to the exploration of gender-specific 
ideas. Therefore, the gender of the participants was not considered in this research. 
Interviews 
I conducted 43 individual interviews following the pilot interview. The participants were audio-
interviewed for a total of 30-60 minutes in the rooms of Opera Australia, the Sydney 
                                                 
2  Singers who perform solo-roles compared to singers who are members of a chorus. The singers will be 
referred to as principals. 
3  The singers will be referred to as choristers. 
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Conservatorium of Music and over the phone. The interviews were qualitative and in-depth with 
open-ended questions to allow each participant to reflect on their experiences of the phenomena 
according to Bowden’s (Bowden and Walsh, 2000) view of the phenomenographic interview: 
The phenomenographic interview has a focus (i.e., the way in which interviewees 
understand the chosen concept) and this focus is maintained throughout the interview. 
Interviewees are encouraged to express their qualitative understanding of the phenomena 
under investigation. The researcher may ask interviewees to clarify what they have said 
and ask them to explain their meaning further. (pp. 9-10) 
The participants stated their age and for how many years they have been working as 
professional opera singers (or have been studying at the Opera School) at the beginning of the 
interview. The interview continued with the following key questions: 
1. This study is about operatic cover work. What comes to mind when you think about 
covering operatic roles? 
2. What makes you accept a cover role/what would make you accept a cover role? 
3. What are your experiences/expectations as a cover-singer? 
4. Has your view on covering changed over the years/do you think your view on covering 
would change over the years? 
The participant in the trial interview commented on Opera Australia’s practice of having 
major principal roles covered by members of the chorus. I followed up on this theme in the 
subsequent interviews by asking: 
5. What do you think about members of the chorus covering major principal roles? 
Follow-up questions included: “You said…. What do you mean by that/could you elaborate on 
that?” 
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The audio-recorded interviews were transcribed and represent the research data. The 
names of the participants, slang words, and all other identifiers were changed to maintain 
confidentiality. Utterings were removed to aid clarity of reading. The data of the trial interview 
was excluded from the data analysis. The time-intensive process of transcribing the interviews 
allowed a high level of immersion into the research data by the researcher. The transcribed 
interviews were uploaded into NVivo 104 for coding. The transcriptions were read and re-read 
until central themes of ideas emerged. The central themes were analysed and organised in themes 
and subthemes of ideas. The themes and subthemes were compared between the groups of 
participants. 
Lecture-recital 
I chose to include a reference to the lecture-recital (Appendix F) in this chapter in recognition of 
its close cohesion with the findings of this thesis. It aims at students at tertiary level and is 
intended to initiate discussions about learning and role preparation by revealing my own learning 
strategies which include practice and vocal health strategies as well as score study and 
memorization techniques. The lecture-recital notes are the manuscript for the submitted video 
recording. The indicated audio and video materials are housed in the lecture-recital video 
recording.  
The lecture-recital is informed by the findings of this study and points to future research 
about technical aspects of cover work. The phenomenographic nature of this study does not 
warrant the inclusion of my own experiences in the body of the thesis.  
  
                                                 
4  Software that supports qualitative and mixed methods research. 
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4. Results and discussion 
The analysis of the collected data reveals two central themes of ideas the singers associate with 
cover work. The first central theme describes how the singers’ identity is directed towards the 
realities of work. I therefore named the first central theme ideas of work. The second central 
theme of ideas relates to how the expectations and experiences of cover work from the first 
theme affect the core identity of the singers. I named the second central theme ideas of self. 
Themes and subthemes of ideas emerged from the central themes. 
Central Theme 1 – Ideas of work 
The data analysis revealed that the participants’ thinking about cover work can be organised in 
the four themes employment, artistic opportunity, technique, and views on the covering of major 
principal roles by members of the chorus. Subthemes of ideas emerged from each theme. Ideas 
about ‘entering the workforce and staying connected’ and ‘providing an income’ relate to 
employment. ‘Ability to demonstrate to management the suitability for principal performance 
work’, ‘study and test new repertoire’, and ‘learning through observation’ relate to artistic 
opportunity. ‘Prepare and rehearse’, ‘readiness for performance’, and ‘when the phone call 
comes through’ are the subgroups situated in technique. Two subthemes of ideas could be 
associated with views on the covering of major principal roles by members of the chorus. They 
are organised by the employment status of the participants in ‘choristers’ views on covering 
major principal roles from within the chorus’ and ‘principals’ views on covering major principal 
roles from within the chorus’ (table 1). This chapter describes the themes and subthemes of ideas 
of work. 
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Table 1 
Ideas of work 
Ideas of work 
Themes of ideas 
of work 
Employment Artistic 
opportunity 
Technique Views on the 
covering of major 
principal roles by 
members of the 
chorus. 
Subthemes of 
ideas of work 
Entering the 
workforce 
and staying 
connected 
Demonstrate 
artistic 
suitability to 
management 
Prepare and 
rehearse 
Choristers’ views 
on covering 
major principal 
roles from within 
the chorus 
Providing an 
income 
Study and test 
new repertoire 
Readiness for 
performance 
Principals’ views 
on covering 
major principal 
roles from within 
the chorus 
 Learning 
through 
observation 
When the 
phone call 
comes 
through 
 
 
Employment 
The ideas collated in employment describe how the singers related to cover work as an agent to 
enter the workforce and to stay connected with it at different stages of their careers during the 
absence of other performance opportunities; it includes financial considerations. 
Entering the workforce and staying connected 
The ability to enter the workforce and to maintain employment in the arts business is a major 
concern for singers. Kate’s view, a graduate without work experience, is representative of the 
group of students and graduates. She believes, “You could put on your resume that you have 
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covered a role for Opera Australia. Particularly starting out in your career, when you do not have 
anything to put on the resume, a cover-role is a good step.” Mia belongs to the group of mid-
career level participants aged between 40 and 50 years. She has been associated with Opera 
Australia for 25 years having performed and covered principal roles as a principal ensemble 
member and freelance artist. Mia understands cover work as an extension to her employment 
portfolio during times of diminished performance opportunities. Cover work helps her to 
maintain her vocal abilities while she waits for other performance opportunities: 
I think covering is something that one accepts when there is a lack of other performance 
opportunities. I see it as a job. And I think–because in this country particularly, but also 
now all over the world–there is so much competition to get any work in the opera that it 
makes sense to take cover opportunities when they arrive. 
Maria, a professional freelance singer for twenty years, also belongs to Mia’s participant 
group. She supports Mia’s view: “I think you can at least know that you are working, and that 
even when you are covering, you are singing. Like, you are not working in a shoe shop.” 
Participants in the senior-career level group aged 50 years and older viewed cover work 
as an opportunity to prolong their working lives when they experienced an age-related decline of 
role-offers. Anna, a freelancer with the experience of 31 years of performing principal roles at 
Opera Australia, remarked: I think that as you get older, it is a way of staying in the profession 
and keeping the voice as whole in a time when you may not be getting as many roles.” Kathy, 
with a freelance performance experience of 30 years, shares Anna’s view. Her remarks also 
express her low expectation of achieving other work offers: “I will do the cover because it is 
work, and it keeps me in the industry. But I do not have any expectation that that will lead to 
more major roles or extra work.” 
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Some participants refused to take on cover work. Elizabeth, belonging to the age group of 
50 years and older, with a principal freelance performance experience of 40 years, preferred 
getting alternative employment to cover work. Her deterring factor was the missing performance 
opportunity: “I never needed to cover in order to get work. I would rather do other things. Just 
sitting there being a good girl, watching and learning is not me.” Melanie is a graduate without 
work experience. She first agrees with Kate: “In my opinion it is a really good thing for your 
resume at first.” But, after a follow-up question by the interviewer if she would consider an offer 
of a cover contract by Opera Australia, Melanie answered, “I would not. I am not sure if I 
actually would take a cover role because there is a stigma of it; that once you take a cover 
contract, that is pretty much all you ever get to do.” Her fear of being typecast as a cover for 
future employment made her doubtful of taking this employment option. This fear is absent in 
the other participant groups. 
Providing an income 
John belongs to the age group of beginners to age 40. He is a principal ensemble member for 11 
years. John performed up to one hundred performances per year at the beginning of his career. 
This number is reduced to nine during his current 52-week contract; his main body of work 
comprises covering roles. John’s motivation to accept the contract was the ability to earn a living 
within his field of expertise while providing for his family: 
You have to try and look at the positives. Getting paid quite well and raising a family 
whilst being a professional singer is what I always wanted to do. I do try and remember 
every day that I have been incredibly fortunate to be able to do it for this long and to 
continue doing it. So, every year my first aspiration is to get another year’s work. 
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There was disparity in the expectations between the singers with professional experience 
about how Opera Australia remunerates cover work. John stated: “I have to say Opera Australia 
pay me fairly well comparatively to other opera houses around the world.” Elizabeth, however, 
was of the opinion that covers were not paid well: “I even think if I needed the money, I would 
not want to do it. Because the amount of money you get for covering is not that huge.” The 
students Rose and Amanda also differ in their views. Whereas Rose believes, “I think what I 
heard is that you get paid well as a cover worker.”, Amanda states, “I do not know what finances 
it comes down to. A cover earns a similar amount as the lead role? I am assuming they do not. 
And if that would play a factor, I think, sadly, it would for me.” 
Artistic opportunity  
Subgroups of thoughts emerged around the idea of cover work as an artistic opportunity: The 
‘hope to demonstrate their employment suitability to management’ was a dominant idea 
associated with cover work. Other ideas related to the opportunities to ‘study and test new 
repertoire’, and to ‘observe and learn from other colleagues’. 
Hope to demonstrate to management the suitability for performance work 
Students and graduates, and the participants from the group of entry-career level singers 
expected that engaging in cover work and demonstrating their artistic abilities to management 
through the successful execution of cover episodes would elevate their current employment 
status. Their views were directed towards a progressive process from mainly covering roles to 
primarily performing roles throughout their career development: “So many leading opera singers 
have made it into the industry that way. I think it is, if anything, fantastic” (Amanda). Casey, also 
a student, adds: “I guess this is a process to become a principal singer.” Amanda had not had 
work experience with Opera Australia, but Trent joined the chorus of the company after his 
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graduation two years ago. He agrees with Amanda’s idea: “I assume they tend to regard you a bit 
more ready to go on and do performing-cast’s work.” 
Ben and Stephany experienced the elevation of status the students and graduates hope for. 
Ben is a 39-year-old singer with a professional experience of 14 years. He achieved a career 
change from being a member of the chorus to becoming a principal singer through a successful 
cover-performance: “I suppose the only time that I have really gone on as a cover was singing E 
[name changed] in C [name changed], and that was a big success. I think it kind of set me up for 
being considered for more and more principal roles.” 
Stephany has sung professionally for 10 years. Unlike Ben, she did not join Opera 
Australia as a member of the chorus, but as an entry-career level principal singer. After singing 
mostly cover-roles, Stephany “graduated, eventually got to the roles and the first cast”. “It is just 
part of the process.”, she remarks. Michael has sung professionally for 22 years. He covered 
many roles but so far never experienced a cover-episode. His hopes for gaining performance 
work had not been fulfilled at the time of the interview, because he never had to fill in for an 
ailing colleague. He feels management has not realised his artistic potential: “All your colleagues 
can see that you are a confident singer, and your voice is good. But it takes companies years to 
figure out what your worth is. Other singers that I know had to leave Australia to get a break.” 
The mid- and senior-career level singers see cover work as an alternative stream to 
performance work and an extension to their performance portfolios. They feel that the skill set 
necessary to perform at short notice without the full set of rehearsals might be seen as more 
useful to the company. Kathy recognised in her mid-career: 
that the role of the cover is a specific role. As I say, they like to choose covers which not 
only can do the job but can do the job at short notice. So, in my mid-career, I have been 
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offered covers and roles, and I recognised that because of covering a role does not 
necessarily mean they would ever actually cast me in that role over somebody else. So, I 
chose two very different streams to my career. 
 Now in her senior years, she believes that there will be no further performance 
opportunities and cover work marks the end of her performance career: 
In my senior career, I see the cover as a dead end now. I will do the cover because it is 
work, and it keeps me in the industry. But I do not have any expectation that that will 
lead to more major roles or extra work, no. 
Max, a professional singer for nearly thirty years, came to similar conclusions during his 
mid-career years: 
I think over the years when I became very good at understudying [covering], I realised 
that that is a good and a bad thing. I think if you are a very good understudy [cover] you 
can get pigeonholed into understudying [covering]. They saw me more useful as a cover, 
and I think that has changed my opinion greatly of what I did. 
 Max’s view of cover work as an opportunity to career advancement changed. It became 
an impediment to gaining performance work: 
I just felt like I was holding on to an idealistic view that I had in my youth about this 
whole thing about being discovered. Well, the actual reality dawned upon me that maybe 
they think I am better off in a cover situation, am more useful to them. 
 Max refused to take on cover work under these circumstances. His rejection of cover 
work and a change in artistic management lead to the performance work he had hoped for while 
covering roles: “Suddenly [they] saw me not as the cover but as the person doing the role.” 
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Study and test new repertoire 
Included in the thought process about cover work as an artistic opportunity was the positive 
value the singers placed on the opportunity to build their performance portfolio through the 
acquisition of new repertoire. Experimenting with it in rehearsals and the prospect of performing 
it was a motivating factor to sign a cover contract. 
Whereas singers in all career and age groups welcome the prospect of role study, the 
motivations for learning were personal and varied slightly. Casey was looking forward to adding 
roles to her resume to make herself more attractive to a future employer: “I can put this on my 
resume later, [and] say, this role is ready to go even though I have not performed it yet, but it is 
ready to go. So, I think it is a good thing.” 
Christa had four years of working as a professional singer and just joined the chorus of 
Opera Australia as a full-time member. She was excited about the process of study: “I think it is 
very exciting, a singular opportunity because you get to study a role, you get to explore it, you 
get to understand it, you get the perks of exploring a role and preparing it for performance.” 
Mia’s decision to take on the cover of the role of M [name changed] was influenced by 
the desire to explore the suitability of this role for her voice. She realised that the repertoire did 
not suit her voice. The opportunity to test the role under cover conditions will inform her 
decisions to evaluate future role offers of similar repertoire: 
It was an artistic decision because I felt I did not know the role of M. I thought I would 
like to give it a go and see if it suited my voice. In the end I enjoyed it, but I felt it was 
the wrong repertoire for my voice type. Covering the role was actually a good decision at 
the time because it allowed me to see whether I was suitable for that type of repertoire. 
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Anna approaches role study as a continuing process. As a young singer, she purposefully 
took on covers for complex roles she felt not ready to perform at the time but considered suitable 
in the future: 
I believe it is a little bit like the layers of an onion. Every time, the very, very first time 
you learn it [the role], or perform it, or cover it, you do the very best you can. But each 
time you have the opportunity to work on that role it becomes a deeper and deeper 
interpretation. The sooner you can start to get a role under your belt as a young singer the 
better, particularly the bigger roles. You lay the foundation for performing that role. 
Learning through observation 
Cover-singers are not actively involved in the conceptional process of the dramatic role and 
production development. They follow the rehearsal process of the performing-cast through 
observation. Understanding the musical and scenic concepts of the production team, recognising 
specific musical requirements, vocalisations, gestures, and stage positions is imperative to the 
successful execution of cover work. The development of observation skills and the opportunity 
to learn through observation is being viewed as a positive aspect conducive to artistic 
development by singers of all career and age groups. Ted graduated from the opera course two 
years ago and had recently finished his first casual contract in the extra chorus of Australia. His 
contract included the cover of a small role in D [name changed]. Ted was excited about the 
prospect of learning through the discovery of his observational skills: 
I was really identifying skills that I did not know I had. One of the skills is observation, 
like close observation, which I have never done before. I had a great time just having a 
watch of the singer and trying to see [learn] exactly from each detail, from each step in 
each direction that the person was turning. I was fortunate enough of also being in the 
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chorus at the same time while I was performing. It was nice to have a bit of a sneak peek 
to see what the artist was doing. 
Christa agrees with Ted. She views observation as a skill to compensate for limited 
rehearsal resources: 
I think it is also a really interesting skill set where you have to really learn to be able to 
see things, and be very observant, and be able to pick things up very quickly, because 
often you would not get the chance to run through the role very often. It is probably a 
great way to develop oneself. 
Max already knew the power of observation. He preferred to cover artists he perceived as 
being better than himself to improve his artistic skills: 
I love covering someone better than me. It is when I learn. I think I have become such a 
better artist from just working with better tenors, maybe not better in all ways, but there 
was always something I saw they had that I thought: “Wow, I could use some of that; that 
is wonderful what they do there.” 
Technique 
Ideas about role preparation emerged from the central theme of ideas of work. The singers 
developed individual strategies to cope with the lack of rehearsal time to familiarise themselves 
with the spatial conditions on the rehearsal and stage floors, learn physical movements and 
choreographic elements, build implicit memory, and vocal stamina. 
Prepare and rehearse 
The singers cite meticulous preparation and memorisation of their roles before the 
commencement of the production rehearsals as the prerequisite for successful cover work. 
Christa describes her technique of role preparation as follows: 
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I always go through a method of preparing music, and first of all, I make sure the 
translation is solid, that I know all my subtext. Then I go through it all correctly with the 
music. All this takes place quite well in advance because you have to devote a certain 
number of days to the musical preparation, the language preparation. I would do as much 
as I can on my own, and I would prepare everything and memorise it with a recording if 
there was not much access to music staff. I would have it all memorised, and if possible, I 
would get to a coach at Opera Australia and singing it as soon as I could. 
Singers with cover experience like Stephany describe covering as “harder than doing it” 
because “you have to do a lot more self-preparation, but also you have to be able to do the role 
without really much rehearsal.” Ben shares Stephany’s view that “it is the hardest job to do 
really”. He emphasises the importance of self-preparation. Ben is aware of his need to memorise 
his roles through physical movements. His strategy to gain implicit memory is to watch as many 
rehearsals as possible and to use the rehearsal floor during breaks to mimic the production 
blocking: 
I am quite a physical singer, and I tend to memorise stuff in connection with the 
movement. I know the music before I go in there, but it consolidates by going through 
and doing it. I find it much more difficult not getting the time on the floor to go through 
the movements. I would go along to every rehearsal. And I would try and do the blocking 
in a break straight afterward. So, I get physical time to get what I have just seen. I will go 
along to every rehearsal and when everybody leaves that room, then, in my mind, I will 
mark through and make sure I will get it into my body by physically doing the 
movements. You need to be as independently prepared as you possibly can. 
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Anna marks her score with notes about the blocking and dramatic intentions of the scenes 
she observed during the rehearsals of the main cast. She will then infuse the movements with 
dramatic intent in her own rehearsal space at home. Anna communicates with the assistant 
director and music staff about any questions raised during this process. She is proactively 
involved in creating rehearsal opportunities with cover colleagues if complex movement patterns 
are required: 
What I would do at the end of each day of rehearsals that I have not worked [is that] I 
will go home. I will have written everything down, and I will actually work through the 
scene that has just been done from a movement and production point of view. And just so 
the moves and the intent behind the moves become part of me and part of my body. If I 
have forgotten anything or I have missed anything, the next morning or the next rehearsal 
I will go to the assistant director and say: Look, I missed this bit, can I just see the score, 
have you written it down, and I will clarify that. That is from the production movement 
point of view. When I was covering R we did not get as many rehearsals as I thought 
were necessary to make the movements certain because it was quite choreographed. So, 
the other two singers and I arranged time to go over that on a regular basis so that it 
would remain fresh in our minds. 
Max points to the difficult situation for cover-singers to maintain their personal autonomy 
in respect to their rehearsal process of preparing a role. He realised that he needs to follow the 
same rehearsal process for preparing a cover-role as he needs for the preparation of a 
performance-role: 
It is very subjective, the arts. Everybody has an opinion of what they think is beautiful 
singing, or impressive singing, or great artistry. And as a cover I think you are 
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experimented on a lot by staff because they think here is this person that is a clean slate; 
there must be a reason why they are not doing the role: “Let us find out what is wrong 
with them.” And they suddenly try and fix you when quite often there is nothing wrong 
with you that would not be fixed if they just did leave you alone and let you work through 
your own process. So, that is where the ‘fuck-you-ears’ have to come on. I have always 
been told about them, but I have always been too nice to employ them. I very much am 
aware, and proud, and very protective now of my own process. I will not let people knock 
me off my process. 
The singers value the efficacy of cover showings or the inclusion of having to perform 
the last two runs of a production in their cover-contracts as preparatory tool for performance 
events. Having certainty of performance motivates the singers not only to be efficiently prepared 
for the characterisation of their own roles, but to strive for the cohesiveness of the dramatic and 
musical intent within the cover ensemble: 
It is a performance, and it is also an opportunity for all the covers to show what they can 
do. …It also means that all the covers are prepared. There is no doubt about it, and the 
other thing that develops is it becomes an ensemble feel, and there are artistic 
relationships formed. You find that the opera feels so much more as it does on stage 
rather than individual disjointed performances developing. The show comes to live with 
the cover’s performance, which is much better for the show because when they [the 
artists] have to go on for an ailing artist, the relationships are there. They are developed, 
and they are going to fit so much better into that performance than if they had not had 
that experience and the pressure of a cover showing. (Anna) 
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Readiness for performance 
The performing-cast undertakes a series of rehearsals in the final rehearsal process that leads to 
the first performance and opening night. This process includes the Sitzprobe, a rehearsal in 
which singers sing through their parts with the conductor and orchestra. The focus of this 
rehearsal is purely musical and directed towards achieving cohesion between the musical 
intentions of the conductor, singers and orchestra without the distraction of the staging. 
The performing-cast’s focus is then directed towards familiarisation with the spatial and 
acoustic conditions, the set, and costumes on stage in a series of piano dress rehearsals. These 
rehearsals are followed by a series of stage-orchestra-rehearsals where the singers combine their 
musical and staging tasks in runs of each scene with the orchestra under the leadership of the 
conductor. 
The last rehearsal before opening night is the general dress rehearsal where the cast 
performs a run of the entire opera. Opera Australia performs its general dress rehearsals publicly 
to afford the performing-cast the opportunity of experiencing their physiological and emotional 
reactions throughout the execution of their roles before the public review on opening night. 
It is a common practice at Opera Australia for the cover-rehearsals to begin during the 
stage-rehearsals of the performing-cast or after the opening night of a production. The rehearsal 
schedule of the cover-cast is influenced by the availability of rehearsal venues and staff; 
principal ensemble members, choristers, music and production staff might be simultaneously 
involved in performance aspects of the same or other productions. Therefore, the cover-cast 
might not be able to work/run all their scenes in rehearsal. The effects of inadequate rehearsal 
resources in addition to the missing experiences from the cycle of the stage-rehearsals reserved 
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for the main cast concerned the cover-singers and contributed to the singers’ experience of 
performance-anxiety in cover-events: 
When you are a cover, there is always an element of fear if you are to go on, because you 
do not get the time to rehearse the piece. It is always that we start once the rehearsal 
period goes up. [It is common practice at Opera Australia that the cover-cast commences 
their rehearsals once the performing-cast’s stage rehearsals begin.] It is quite frightening 
really if you must go on. It is okay if you have had the prepared rehearsal period and it is 
toward the end of the season, or you have had a bit of a go on the set or walked around 
with the assistant stage director. It is not so bad then, but cold—a bit scary actually. 
(Michael) 
The singers developed rehearsal and pre-performance routines to become performance-
ready for cover-events in rehearsals and performances. Anna’s strategy for achieving mental 
focus on the scheduled rehearsal tasks of the performing-cast and the vocal stamina for a 
performance is to mirror the rehearsal process of the singer she covers: 
The main thing is—particularly if you are covering a large role and you are not on the 
floor—making sure to have the vocal stamina if it is a big role. I try to mirror what is 
going on in the rehearsal room so that if they [the performing-cast] are doing a run of Act 
1, I make sure I do a run of Act 1 around about the same time either with the coach or at 
least in a practice room by myself. And the same with stage calls and run-throughs. By 
the time we are getting towards the stage [rehearsals] and opening night there have been 
full runs of the role, as much as possible, to mirror vocally the artist that has been cast in 
the role. The singing work is done in a block of time—when I can get it—during the day, 
and then, the production stuff is normally done at home at night. But yes, it is a bigger 
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workload in terms of hours. It is a longer workload because you are sitting there 
watching, but then you have to go home or find a time to do it as well. 
Similar to Anna, Mark’s time management includes blocks of time for regular practice to 
achieve or maintain performance fitness. In addition to practicing alone, Mark’s process of 
internalising his role includes continuing sessions with language coaches and repetiteurs 
throughout the cover-period. This internalisation includes spatial awareness and the awareness of 
aspects of musical concerns expressed by the conductor and the main-singer: 
I will take note [of] exactly what the geography is on the stage. I take note of what the 
conductor and that singer have particular concerns about, so there is an extra awareness 
of certain corners in the score. I spend as much time as I can with the language coach so 
that I am not listening to the pronunciation of the singer on stage but find my own correct 
delivery of the text. If I do not sing every couple of days, I will not be preparing properly, 
and so I will be working with coaches or on my own every couple of days. 
Katherine states: “I try to watch as many rehearsals as possible, because you are not 
gonna get the time to block things out like the first cast get.” Being able to attend rehearsals was 
a key factor for the singers to achieve performance readiness as covers. The singers experienced 
high levels of anxiety if they were prevented to attend an adequate number of rehearsals due to 
the performance workloads for principal ensemble members and choristers. Ben, who “would go 
along to every rehearsal” to get performance-ready, stated, “I actually relish the opportunity and 
enjoy going on as a cover if I am more prepared.” But he experienced “high level anxiety not 
because of the role in particular, but because of the pressures of other work.” He stated, “I was 
under-prepared for that particular moment, because I did not have the time to prepare for it. I 
could not get along to rehearsals because I was rehearsing M at the same time.” 
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John chose not to attend the rehearsals in the rehearsal studio for a role he had previously 
successfully performed as the cast singer in an earlier series of runs of the production. Having 
been offered the cover instead of the performance contract had negatively affected his self-
confidence. John’s strategy to maintain his ability to perform was to avoid the negative inner-
dialogue he associated with the prospect of having to observe the performing singer’s process of 
role acquisition. John relied on the extended knowledge and implicit memory he gained from 
having cycled through the full set of rehearsals and his performances the role in the previous run 
of the production: 
I have done the role so many times before. I would not get too nervous if I would have to 
go on. I knew exactly what I was doing with the role. So, just on a technical level, that 
made it easy, but I decided to stay away from the rehearsal room as much as I could. I 
just end up with too many negative thoughts, too many negative questions, like: ‘Why the 
hell am I not doing that?’ Like I was asking myself that often enough without having to 
then sit there in rehearsal and watch somebody else trying to put the role into their body. 
So, yes, I went to what I had to. 
When the phone call comes through 
The singers respond to the question of “What happens when you receive the phone call of 
notification for a cover-event?” by describing their emotional reaction first before turning to the 
practicalities of preparation for the upcoming performance: “Well, you shit yourself, and you get 
your score, and you get in, and you do it” (Tom). 
Singers without cover experience, like Melany, expect a cover-event to “be absolutely 
terrifying”. Christa agrees with Melany, but she is also excited about the prospect of performing. 
She expects “a real sense of excitement and nervousness. Definitely real adrenalin that comes 
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with having to perform a role at a few hours’ notice.” Rianna, a graduate without cover 
experience like Melany and Christa, is concerned she would develop vocal tension during the 
performance of a cover-event. Her concern relates to the fear of not knowing her physiological 
reactions to the stress of having to perform at short notice and having to perform a role she could 
not process through the rehearsal set as described above: 
My biggest concern would be the nerve factor, the stress of that situation, and not having 
gotten up in rehearsals before that, not having sung it through in a Sitzprobe with the 
orchestra. [It] might cause tension or vocal problems that otherwise I would not have had. 
Not having those additional experiences of doing it under stressful conditions might make 
me a bit nervous that things might not work the way I wanted them to. 
The singers with cover experience’s descriptions of their reactions towards cover-events 
support the feelings of anxiety expected by the singers without cover experience. Tom elaborates 
on his initial statement above: 
It is always a little bit of an out-of-body experience because you have not had a chance to 
rehearse that role [and] have not had stage time. You have not worked with the other 
singers or characters, and so it is always a little bit like the deer and the headlights sort of 
thing. 
Maria responded, 
Panic, obviously. When you get the call, there is that immediate kind of: Oh my God, I 
have to go on, do I know it well enough? You always hope that you do. I always am sure 
that I do. But you always have that slight fear in there. 
 Maria’s experience meets Christa’s expectation of what happens during the lead up to a 
cover-performance. Christa said: 
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Hopefully there might be some sort of run through in the afternoon. Maybe not? A little 
walk through of the stage movements, maybe a little bit of a tempo cue with the 
conductor? I am not sure if that is a standard thing before the show. 
After her initial emotional response, Maria begins to focus on her upcoming performance 
and follows her routine leading up to the cover-event: 
You have to channel all that nervous energy so that you can put yourself in a position 
where you are as calm as you can be to do it. I would probably make a cup of tea, just sit 
down for a minute. I would go in early. I would make sure I was there really early. That 
takes that panic out of having to rush. Then I would just like to sit in the house [theatre], 
sing through any bits that I needed to sing through. I try to get the director in to run 
through any bits that are tricky. If there is choreography or intricate movement, I try to 
run most so they are in my muscle memory before I go on. 
 Maria prefers to meet with the conductor for a music call before the commencement of 
the performance: 
I trust the conductor to say if he does a pause here or a rallentando there that [I] might not 
be ready for. I like that. I also like the chance to have a little bit of interaction, especially 
if I have not worked with them before to get a sense of their style. Because even if you 
see them in a rehearsal room, it is not the same as looking them in the eye and doing it. 
Ben does “a lot of stretching, breathing, maybe some yoga, just to try and remain calm 
and keep the mind settled.” His experience is that “most of the time you get called in to run 
through scenes” if the conductor does not know him. Ben prefers not to sing through his entire 
role before the performance: “I often feel that as counterproductive. I would rather just do my 
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own warm-up and then have them trust that I am basically going to follow the way they did 
things in the rehearsal room.” 
Max’s thoughts are directed towards maintaining his vocal stamina throughout the 
performance by controlling musical aspects through consistent contact with the conductor, the 
voice-technical application of breathing, and by pacing himself during the performance: “It is 
very much pacing yourself stamina-wise and having good contact with the conductor. I am 
usually breathing like crazy, making sure I am breathing because your nerves are in a state as a 
cover that is not normal.” Max prefers to mark5 during his pre-performance run-through with the 
conductor. He is aware that the conductor might also experience stress about having to perform 
with an unknown singer during the cover-performance. Max uses the pre-performance music call 
to establish a sense of communication with the conductor: 
I mark. I will say to them: “Is there any tricky point that you would have concerns about 
within the score, and can we go through those?” I suppose I sing well enough to reassure 
them that I was a good enough singer to carry off the role. But I really want to 
communicate as much as possible to the maestro; I want to know what is on their minds 
because a lot of the times they are as anxious as what you are. 
Stephany follows an inner dialogue leading up to a cover-performance in addition to her 
pre-performance routine: 
It all kicks into action when you are going on. I would sit down with my score quickly. 
As I sing in my head, I would walk the blocking out, then I have a shower, get in my car, 
and drive to work. I get to my dressing room and try coming back to the blocking. The 
inner dialogue that goes on then is: “Can I do this? O yes, you can do this. Are you 
                                                 
5  Singers refer to marking as not singing out in full voice in the context of singing. The aim is to preserve the 
voice for the performance and not to tire it out in the rehearsals leading up to it. 
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prepared?” And myself says: “Yes, I am prepared.” The first time I ever went on as a 
cover I was on the back step onstage and I thought: “What makes you think you can do 
this?” And then another voice said: “Oh, too late, just get on and do it.” And I did. 
Views on the covering of major principal roles by members of the chorus 
I conducted the trial-interview with Gaby, a member of the chorus. Gaby, who had covered roles 
before, commented on a recent experience when her friend, a freelance principal, criticised 
Opera Australia’s praxis of having major principal roles covered by a member of the chorus. The 
comments were directed towards ideas of work and, although not directed towards the quality of 
the participant’s artistic abilities, they effected an emotional response from Gaby: 
The chorus now are doing many more covers. It has been a huge problem against 
principals and choristers. I have been holed up by a principal [singer] friend saying: “You 
should not cover bigger roles because you are in the chorus. You have made your 
decision of being in the chorus.” I went on and did a good job. There is massive jealousy 
around about what role you play within the company. 
 I followed up on this theme in the subsequent interviews. The freelance participants, 
including principal singers who began their careers in the chorus, strongly rejected the idea of 
casting major principal covers from the chorus. The reasons for this rejection were based on the 
traditional division of work for operatic singers with references to the differing skill sets used for 
chorus- and principal-work, the workload of the choristers and its effect on vocal health, and the 
lack of performance opportunities for principal singers in Australia. The ideas of the singers 
include hierarchical elements. 
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Choristers’ views on covering major principal roles from within the chorus 
Vera regularly covers roles from within the chorus. The lack of financial security for principal 
singers informed her decision to not become a principal singer but to stay a member of the 
chorus. She contributes her financial security as a full-time chorus member as a cause for having 
positive relationships with her colleagues: 
I have never hoped to go from the chorus into principal work. I have two mortgages, and 
I need to have a full-time job. I have seen all the insecurities of the principal artists when 
they are not knowing if they have work the next year or not. They used to have over 20 
[principals] in the ensemble, and now it has gone down to eight. Having the security of 
full-time employment in the chorus affords me a generosity of spirit towards the 
colleagues I cover and the colleagues who cover me. 
Katrina shares Vera’s view on the lack of financial security from principal performing 
work: “Most principals I knew were in and out of solo-work. There was no full-time solo-work 
and no guarantee for continuing solo-work.” Vera believes that the remuneration for her cover 
work is not at an adequate level: “We are rewarded financially by being paid on top of our 
salary. It is not much compared to what I actually have to do for it.” Her thoughts on covering 
from within the chorus include the difficulty to attend to the extra workload in addition to her 
commitments as a chorister: 
When I first joined the company, I was instantly given a lot of covers which was hard at 
the time because my child was little, and I had a full-time chorus load as well. It was like 
I was doing two full-time jobs at the same time. I did not deal with it very well. I was not 
relaxed in my chorus job and desperately tried to do the right thing and be seen to be 
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doing the right thing. But I learned very quickly to say “no” to extra things. It was the 
sheer workload. I just had no time. 
Eleanor points to the different skill sets used when singing in the chorus versus singing as 
a principal singer. Vocal blending of sound, singing across a wide variety of repertoire not 
always suitable to the individual voice types, and managing a heavy workload of rehearsals and 
performances are chorus-specific. Principal performance work is directed towards the portrayal 
of individual characters and their dramatic developments in accordance with the style elements 
of the specific period of repertoire. The singers require the mental, physical, and vocal stamina to 
perform their roles throughout the demanding final rehearsal period and the individual 
performances: 
Is there a difference in how you sing as a member of the chorus in comparison to how 
you sing as a principal if you have to go on as the cover? Oh god, yes! We are either 
being told we are too loud–if you have bigger voices–or to blend. We were also a 
relatively small chorus and the sound they sometimes wanted was massive. There were 
some singers in the chorus who would not sing because they were precious and wanted to 
protect their voices–which is really annoying. Richard Bonynge would always say: “You 
have to get out of that ‘chorus-mentality’ if you come in here to sing a role.” As a chorus 
singer, you are expected to sing all day crossing through different genres or singing 
repertoire not appropriate to your voice type. You cannot sing out but need to blend. 
After working a whole day like this and then being told in the evening to go on as a 
principal is difficult. The level of preparation for cover-roles from within the chorus has 
dropped in the last years. You come in for cover-calls on your one day off. There was 
never any consideration from management for chorus members’ workload if they were 
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also covering. When I was asking for it once I was told my choice was to give back the 
cover-contract. It is not fair. [Elenor] 
Principal singers’ views on choristers covering major principal roles 
Maria began her career in the chorus before becoming a principal artist with the company. She 
has experienced the working conditions and artistic requirements of a chorister. Her comments 
refer to the traditional division of work for singers and include hierarchical elements. Maria is 
concerned that the lack of principal performance work and the associated financial pressures 
force principal singers to leave the profession: 
I think there are some people in the chorus who can cover roles, but I think being in the 
chorus and being principal are two very, very different fields. If you are a working chorus 
member and are pulled out to do a role, it is a completely different, much more exposed 
thing. It takes a certain personality to be a principal as opposed to a chorus member. I do 
not think they all got that, even though they might have the voice. I went from being in 
the chorus to being a principal, and I know that in a chorus you are taught to blend with 
everybody. You are taught to be a part of this specific group who are all acting as one. To 
come out of that to be an individual character, and do individual things takes a bit of 
time. If you are in the chorus you have a full-time job, and you have to submit to the job. 
I think another big issue is that you might lose a legitimate principal singer because they 
cannot afford to survive, because it is cheaper to give the cover to a chorister. 
Sam also sang in the chorus of Opera Australia before becoming a principal singer with 
the company. He is concerned that the choristers’ hope of moving into principal repertoire is 
financially exploited by the company’s present disaffection with Australian principal singers: 
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Covering from the chorus worked out well for me, but I worked bloody hard. I had 26 
roles and covers on top of my workload in my last year in the chorus. I never covered a 
major role when I was in the chorus, at most supporting roles. I do not think they should 
cast major roles from the chorus. They should be given to principals, purely because there 
is not enough work in Australia, especially with more international artists coming in. I 
think that you owe it to experienced opera singers to at least give them covers for major 
roles rather than giving the work to someone who has never performed a major role. It is 
all about money with OA. That is the only reason they do it because they do not get paid 
extra. If they go on they only get $300 or $400 at most. It is cheap labour. It is like hiring 
someone in a sweatshop over in India to make Nikes for you for $0.25 per day. They play 
on the hope of the choristers. The chorister thinks this is the opportunity to go on to 
bigger things. But it does not always work out. I can think of especially one person in 
recent years who went on and nothing has come of it. He did a good job but is now 
thinking about going overseas because nothing has come from it. I certainly encourage to 
give people a go, but not with major roles. If you want a chorister to sing a major role, 
give them the opportunity to do OzOpera for a while. They sing in small theatres and are 
not taking work from the main stage. After, give them supporting roles on the main stage. 
Build them up, let them grow. 
Anna, also a principal singer with chorus experience, is concerned about the artistic and 
vocal health implications arising from excessive workloads for choristers who cover major 
principal roles: 
I think it is foolish because the chorus are actually exhausted. They are too busy. They 
are probably the busiest singers in the country, and I think that if they are good enough to 
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cover these large roles than they should not be singing in the chorus. They should be 
keeping their voices fresh. If you are going to cover a major, important role that 
audiences are paying $300 a seat to see, then they should be rested. They should be 
concentrating on that particular genre of music at that particular time and not trying to 
sing lots of different styles as they do in a chorus. I think it is very dangerous. Dangerous 
both to the singer who has accepted, but also dangerous for the production. 
Bill, a principal singer without chorus experience, is concerned that the performance 
quality at Opera Australia has deteriorated through the use of choristers as covers for major roles. 
He contributes this development to the disinterest of management in the Australian principal 
workforce: 
It is absolutely reprehensible that we have principals at Opera Australia and they are 
pretty much non-existing to management. That is why now, for the most part, roles are 
being covered by chorus members. I think the quality of performances has dropped 
significantly because of that in recent years. I do not think chorus members should be 
anywhere near major roles. For management, as a cheaper option, to call on a young 
singer from the chorus to cover a major Puccini role, that is wrong. When I started in 
Europe, if you went for a principal role and had worked with a professional chorus, they 
would not even hear you. 
Central Theme 2 – Ideas of self  
The central theme ideas of self includes the ideas of the participants about how cover work 
affects their identity as singers. I chose representative case studies from the relevant career level 
groups of participants with and without cover work experiences to describe the effects of 
covering on the singers’ selves. Rose represents the students and graduates and Trent the 
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choristers at entry-career level without cover work experience. The choristers and principals at 
entry-career levels with cover work experience are represented by Vera, Lara, and John. Katrina 
represents the choristers and Sam the principals at mid-career levels with cover work 
experience. Eleanor represents the choristers and Max and Anna the principals at senior-career 
levels with cover work experience (Table 2). 
Table 2 
Case studies in the employment groups of the central theme of ideas of self 
Ideas of self 
Experience levels Employment groups 
Students and 
graduates 
Choristers Principals 
Entry-career level 
without cover work 
experience 
Rose Trent  
Entry-career level 
with cover work 
experience 
 Vera Lara 
John 
Mid-career level 
with cover work 
experience 
 Katrina Sam 
Senior-career level 
with cover work 
experience 
 Eleanor Max 
Anna 
 
Students and graduates 
Students and graduates view cover work as an opportunity to enter the profession and to advance 
their careers in the ideas related to work. 
Rose has no cover work experience. When asked about her views about a future prospect 
of covering for Opera Australia, Rose’s thoughts are at first drawn to her recent experiences of 
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being second-cast in a student production at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music Opera School. 
Rose wanted to be first-cast. Her singer’s self went through a process of re-adjustment in the 
lead-up to her performances in the second cast. Rose’s understanding about the reasons behind 
casting decisions are merit-based in that “the best person gets the job”: 
When you are given a role, it is a hierarchy of who is the best, who is not. And 
particularly from the opera last year, even being second-cast [instead of being a cover] 
affects you. Getting second is not a good feeling, and I do not mind coming first. My 
thinking is that the better singer will be getting the role. 
Rose describes the negative effects of the casting decision on her singer’s self: 
I was not seen as the best person for the role even though I would want to be seen as the 
best [singer]. Being put behind hits your ego, hits your ability, and hits everything. It hits 
my singing technique, the way I interpret myself, the sound, the tone, the capability of 
my whole package, my looks, my singing voice—everything like that. They were taken 
into consideration, and they did not put me in front of the other person. 
Rose’s performance motivation is of a competitive nature. Rose’s singer’s self feels rejected 
because the artistic abilities of another singer were preferred, although she believes herself 
capable of being the better singer. As a result, Rose loses confidence in her performance abilities 
at first. She needs to find strategies that allow her to rebuild her confidence as a singer, and, in 
the process, readjusts her singer’s self. Rose’s strategy of organising extra rehearsals and 
working very hard on her goal of becoming the better singer is successful in that she achieves a 
new level of confidence in her own performance abilities. She does not feel inferior anymore: 
At first, it did affect my confidence; it was extremely mentally difficult for me. But more 
so than making me feel bad about myself, I think I got frustrated because I knew, that I 
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could have been the better person. The first-cast got much more rehearsal time. I got very 
small at that point. But it also spurned my motivation and made me want to go outside 
and seek new ways. The more I took the initiative to get extra rehearsals and to work very 
hard, the more confident I felt. Then, when rehearsals started, I felt extremely confident. I 
do not think I would have done that if I had had all the extra time that was available for 
the other cast. I wanted to be better than her. In cover work, you want to be as good as 
that person if not better and prove yourself. So, it turned out that it is extremely 
motivating to be the cover, second-cast, whatever. In my eyes, it is similar right now. I 
feel that although you would be compared to the first cast, the first cast would also be 
compared to you. It could be a positive thing. 
Rose believes herself not to be ready to perform a main-role with Opera Australia and 
indicates that a prospective cover-offer by Opera Australia would act as a positive re-
enforcement of her singer’s self at her present skill level: 
I feel that, looking forward if I was to join Opera Australia next year, I would be happy to 
do cover work because I would not believe I was ready for a main-role in a professional 
capacity. I would love to cover a role and learn it, especially if it was a main-role like 
Violetta in La Traviata.  
Working as a cover would provide Rose with the opportunity to acquire the necessary 
skills to become performance-ready. Rose’s thought process about covering remains anchored in 
her perception of the status of cover work within the hierarchy of the opera company. She 
predicts that her positive view on covering will change once the skills she acquired through 
cover work permit her singer’s self to elevate her status to that of the cast-singer of the role in 
question: “But if I was there for maybe 3-5 years, I think I would see it differently. I would see it 
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as an insult not being cast and doing cover work instead.” Rose’s thoughts about cover work do 
not include ideas about the artistic realisation of a cover project. 
Choristers 
Entry-career level choristers without cover work experience (Trent) 
Trent is a chorister who joined the chorus two years ago. Trent raised his status level from 
student to novice professional by entering paid, professional work in his first year after 
graduating from the Opera School. He has not yet covered a role for the opera company. Like for 
Rose, the offer of cover work would act at as an affirmation of his singer’s self: “If I would get 
cover work, I would be very happy, because I will think that at least someone is taking me 
seriously as an artist.” Being offered a cover-role affirms Trent’s identity as a singer at first 
because he believes that management considers his skills as trustworthy of the responsibility of 
filling in for an ailing colleague. But Trent predicts that the prospective cover-offer will also 
induce emotions of inadequacy as a singer. Trent’s thoughts are now directed towards the idea 
that management has employed him in the lower status of the cover-singer and not the cast-
singer because they consider his artistic capabilities as insufficient to perform the role in his own 
right. He will enter a process of re-evaluation of his singer’s self through the comparison of his 
own artistic skills with the skill set of the main-singer: 
Well, if I can get the cover, is this person that got the work better than me? Am I not as 
good as this person? I am only good for shadowing [covering] and going on for them 
when they are not at their best? I think emotionally it could be difficult. I think it could be 
even more difficult than being assigned the role outright because you have to suffer the 
stress of unexpectedly going on and having to deal with your own self-sense of 
inadequacy or adequacy such as it is. 
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Trent’s emotional challenge of cover work is centred in the idea of having to negotiate feelings 
of self-doubt which affect his singer’s self. The idea of having to function when the performing-
cast is not, induces stress: “You are not allowed to get sick even if they are.” Again, Trent’s 
comment is directed towards his perceived hierarchy within the opera company. His 
understanding is that the cover-singer has not the same ‘right’ to be sick and is expected to 
‘function’. Trent’s view of seeing cover work as an opportunity for career advancement adds to 
the importance of his understanding of being able to ‘function at the right time’. Trent views the 
lack of dramatic input during the production period and the execution of someone else’s 
interpretation without losing the integrity of his own performance as difficult. But he also 
considers the idea of following someone else’s interpretation rather than his own as safer for his 
career advancement at first. Presenting an already approved interpretation reduces the risk of 
rejection of his artistic point of view and therefore protects his singer’s self, including his status: 
You have to surrender control artistically when you are doing cover work, because the 
director does not consider your dramatic emphasis or artistic contribution. You have to 
flip into somebody else’s performance and at the same time make it your own. I think it is 
difficult artistically, because sometimes you have to do moves that are not blocked for 
you, or the performance builds around a characterisation that might not be the most 
organic for your personality. I think covering is more difficult in a lot of ways, because 
there is less control, which is at first liberating in some respect. 
Trent’s following remarks about his perceptions of the successful strategies of colleagues 
within the organisation which lead to cover-role-offers indicate that his motivational perspective 
on his work is prevention-focussed. Trent protects his singer’s self against possible failure by not 
applying to sing for management in a stage audition. By protecting his singer’s self and current 
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status within the company, he also prevents the possibility of career advancement, because a 
stage audition is the prerequisite to be considered for principal-, and cover work:  
It certainly feels like it is not so much your capacity to do a role but rather the capacity to 
give the impression that you can do the role. It almost feels like your ability to convince 
people that you are good and that you can do the role is more important than actually 
being up to do it. I think covering for Opera Australia feels like an exercise in politics as 
much as it does–as I understand–in skill, ability, and talent. It is not just the skills on the 
stage that count. I think it is skills in the green-room after the show, and who you can rub 
shoulders with, and how comfortable you can slime up to people. That is not the best 
thing I can do. It feels like it is necessary to be able to ’schmooze and schmaltz‘ rather 
than just be amazing on stage. I do not know. I have never done a stage audition for the 
opera company; I have not put myself into an avenue which might subject me to scrutiny 
to that extent. 
Entry-career level choristers with cover work experience (Vera) 
Vera is a chorister with 12 years of work experience in the chorus of Opera Australia. She has 
covered major and minor principal roles while being employed in the chorus. Vera values her 
position in the chorus because of the financial security of full-time employment and the 
possibility to fulfil her creative ambitions through covering principal roles. Vera’s singer’s self 
has been affirmed by the continuing offers of principal cover work through management and by 
the satisfaction she receives through doing her work well: 
I have seen people sink and swim in rehearsals by not knowing their parts. My pride 
would not allow me to do that. My pay-off is the satisfaction of doing my job well and 
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being recognised for it in the company. I have had opportunities because they know that I 
will be absolutely prepared. 
 Although Vera is content with her status as a chorister who also covers principal roles 
within the company: “I am happy with what I do; I cannot ask for more”, she is conflicted by the 
reactions of a former friend, a principal colleague, who disagrees with the company’s policy of 
using choristers to cover major principal roles: “He said, ‘You should come out of the chorus and 
take the risks of being a principal or take the security of being in the chorus.’” 
 Vera’s colleague’s remarks are status-oriented. He does not question Vera’s artistic 
ability. His thoughts are situated in ideas of work: singers with a regular income and singers 
without a regular income. The pay-off for being a chorister is financial security. The pay-off for 
the financial insecurity of a principal singer is the higher status of artistic principal work. Vera’s 
response refers to the opportunity of cover work related to ideas of work: “You would have done 
exactly the same if you would have been in the chorus and would have been given this 
opportunity.” Her following remarks are situated in the ideas of self and point to a perception of 
a chorister having a lower status within the company than a principal artist. Vera’s response to 
her colleague is status-directed. She indicates to have achieved the right of having the status of a 
principal singer in the company through having proved her ability as a principal singer: “I 
answered that I have earned my stripes with the role of B [name changed]. I cannot control who 
gets which role. I can only control the quality of my performance in the roles that I have been 
given.” 
Mid-career level choristers with cover work experience  
Katrina is a 48-year-old chorister with 16 years of work experience in the chorus. She has 
continually covered major and minor principal roles for Opera Australia as well as performed as 
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a principal singer in the outreach projects of the company. Similar to Vera, she enjoys covering 
major roles and feels affirmed by management in her singer’s self through the continuing offers 
of cover work and the ability to express herself artistically in principal roles. Her cover work has 
forced Katrina to maintain and develop her vocal abilities. In addition to the financial safety of 
being employed as a chorister, she points to the financial loading as a reward for a successful 
cover-event: 
Cover work is joyous. You get to sing a lot of fantastic repertoire that you normally 
would not have the chance to sing. I think of the money. I think of the opportunity. 
Covering has kept me singing really well for a long time. I am surprised that they are still 
using me to cover things from the chorus after all this time. We have a lot of other singers 
coming through. I am chuffed when they ask me to cover, because it says to me they still 
think I am usable, and I am doing my job well. That is a sense of pride. 
Katrina describes the effort that goes into preparing cover roles in that: 
It is stress. I think of my days off spending learning lots of music. It is extremely stressful 
because you do not get a production run. The expectation is so huge when you cover; you 
often have to be better than the person you are covering without the chance to get as 
much rehearsal time as they get. I make a note when the performance dates are on and 
make sure that in the 48 hours before I do not have a drink. I am not going out. I lie low 
and keep everything else clear. 
A recent event initiated a process in Katrina which challenges her to reconsider her 
position within in the company and the value she places in her principal performance work. A 
role was taken away from her although she had already been cast and her name was printed in 
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the program. The role was given to a younger singer without management offering an 
explanation: 
Overall, I had good experiences with management. But recently, I was cast and in the 
program to sing a role, and a young and aggressive singer talked management into giving 
her the role instead. She was getting lessons from somebody connected to management 
and talked them into doing it. The role was taken off me. I felt the angriest I have ever 
been. I do not know how I dealt with it. I know it is not personal, but unfortunately, it 
affected me. 
Katrina’s self-awareness of how this event affected her emotional wellbeing and her 
observations about the effects of the limited availability of performance work on the emotional 
wellbeing of her principal colleagues evoke considerations of how the demands of cover work 
impact her work-life balance: 
Do not get me wrong, I am in my happiest place when I am on stage singing well, but I 
am noticing with a lot of my friends who have had solo careers that there is this 
rollercoaster ride they are going on. While they are working, they are happy. When they 
are not–no matter what their personal life is like–it is the end of the world. I refuse that. I 
do not want to live my life like that. I am presently covering G in M [names changed] and 
just saw the payment for it. I just thought that this is not much compared to what I 
actually have to do for it. My outlook on covering has changed from my beginner’s years 
to where I am now. I am not cynical at all, but now I think we do not get properly 
recompensed for it. Still, it is extra money that I cannot afford to turn down. I am now 
getting to the point though where I feel that I have missed out on a lot doing the extra 
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stuff. There are other things that I would like to turn my attention to now because I do not 
see it as a stepping stone anymore. The rewards are not equal to the sacrifice I make. 
Senior-career level choristers with cover work experience 
Eleanor is a recently retired chorister with 42 years of work experience, including covering 
major and minor principal roles. Eleanor’s self is still centred in her identity as a singer, which is 
apparent in the change from past to present tense in her language within the first three minutes of 
the interview. Eleanor is proud of her status as a chorister for the considerable length of her 
career with Opera Australia: “I was thrilled at the fact that there were only 48 full-time singers in 
Australia, and I was one of them. Anything on top of that was an absolute bonus.” Eleanor’s 
perspective on cover work remained unchanged during her career in that she understood it to be 
an opportunity to augment her artistic experience of singing in an ensemble with the solo 
performances of cover-roles. Like for her younger chorus colleagues, Eleanor experienced 
getting offers of cover work as an affirmation of her singer’s self at the time of the offers: 
My view on what I wanted from covering has not changed throughout my life. I wanted 
to be able to get an opportunity to come out from singing in an ensemble. I still think it is 
a great way for young voices to be heard. We all go into the company hoping for that 
break and to feel worthy that I was thought of. 
Eleanor’s following comments point to an understanding of a structure of status levels of 
performance work within the company with chorus work being of a lower status than principal 
cover work. Her awareness of her status as a working singer who belongs to the small group of 
fully employed singers in the country was a contributing factor to Eleanor’s workplace 
contentment even when the cover-role-offers declined over the years in favour of younger 
singers: 
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When I first joined the company, I was given some very big roles to cover from the 
chorus. But after a couple of years, there came a new wave of young singers and the 
opportunities declined. I was not disappointed because I was so proud to be in the chorus. 
It was an elitist group; it was an honour. I was not disappointed that I did not get more 
principal roles because at the time your positions [in the chorus] were secure. We are also 
indirectly being told where our position in the company is. 
 Towards the end of her career, and in conjunction with a changing workplace culture, 
Eleanor’s need of affirmation of her singer’s self through cover work declined. She decided not 
to cover anymore: 
As an older singer, you start to see things without the rose-coloured glasses on. In the last 
five years of my time there we were asked to audition for management for a role or for 
the cover. It was a strange process to go through because out of four or five voices, not 
one voice was the same. I do not understand why this process started. We also saw a lot 
of jostling for positions and ‘brown-nosing’. There is a lot of work going on over there 
just to be in front of other people. It is something we have seen before but not as bad as it 
is in the last ten years. I did not want to sit there any longer and watch when I had gone 
on with it already for many years. I handed back cover-offers towards the end of my 
career because I felt somebody younger than me should have the chance to learn. It was 
not self-doubt, it was that after having done it, I did not need it anymore at this stage of 
my life. 
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Principal singers 
Entry-career level principal singers 
Lara is 39 years old and has 15 years of work experience which includes time spent overseas 
singing major principal roles. Upon her return to Australia 10 years ago she was contracted by 
Opera Australia to perform smaller roles and cover major roles with the addition of performing 
the cover roles in the last two performances of the production. Throughout the study process of 
learning her new repertoire, Lara realised that the smaller roles she was contracted to perform 
were not suitable for her voice whereas her cover roles were suitable. At that stage of her career, 
Lara felt she needed to progress into regularly performing suitable repertoire to develop her 
artistry rather than only covering this repertoire. Drawing on her earlier experiences of 
performing major roles, Lara was aware of the process of getting performance-ready for such 
roles. Although she initially embraced the idea of studying major repertoire through cover work, 
Lara withdrew from the contract. The risk of damaging her artistic reputation by presenting 
untested repertoire in rehearsals, and the missing sequence of performances affected Lara’s 
decision. Management accepted her decision and changed her contract. At present, Lara only 
covers a major role if she is performing that role in a full run of the production in the following 
season, which includes a full set of final rehearsals: 
I was offered covers of big roles with the opportunity to sing the last two performances of 
the season. In addition, I was cast as main-singer in smaller roles. The smaller roles were 
not right for my voice, but the cover roles were. That was very hard, because I was at the 
stage where I wanted to progress in my career. I did not feel like I would do a good job. 
Through my performance experience, I understood the huge amount of work required to 
learn a role like G [name changed]. Not knowing what is required in those roles, I went to 
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management to give back that contract. I would rather not sing than be doing these covers 
all the time without getting a chance to have my own season. Since then, I have not been 
offered any covers-only at all. I have been offered maybe one or two roles a year but 
doing them in my own right after covering them first. It was a gamble, but I had to do it 
for my own mental health because I was not emotionally [sic] happy; I was feeling 
depressed. 
The collegial relationships between covers and main-singers are personality driven and 
can be difficult to manage. Some main-singers perceive the presence of their covers in rehearsals 
as a competitive threat, especially when the cover is scheduled to also perform the production at 
a later point. Lara experienced a new emotional challenge during her cover work after her status 
within the company was elevated from cover-singer of major roles to the cast singer of major 
roles. The absence of company guidelines for the conduct of staff and singers during rehearsals 
created tensions between Lara and the performing singer she covered in the first season of a 
production run. Without a protocol in place, Lara found it hard to retrieve essential musical 
information after a health-related period of absence from rehearsals: 
I have learned the hard way that, depending on the artist that you are covering, it can be a 
very delicate situation to fulfil your job well. There was one instance where the artist was 
not happy to have me doing what I needed to do to do a good job. I was trying to be very 
polite and not tread on toes when I was covering this singer in J [name changed]. The 
conductor had specified he wanted all the covers to learn exactly the same musical 
ornaments and coloratura as what the main-cast did. I experienced a catastrophic health-
related event and had to go to the hospital for treatment. When I came back a week later, 
I could not write down the ornamentation quickly enough. I spoke to the music staff and 
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asked for the ornaments. They did not write them down either. I then enquired with the 
other covers about how they managed to get their ornamentations. Somebody told my 
singer about it, and she yelled at me in the corridor. It was just the worst thing ever. How 
do you manage to not tread on somebody’s toes? If the company has a protocol whereby 
they record some rehearsals so that the music staff can write specific musical 
ornamentations down for us, or we can access it in the library, that would be the best 
thing. It is hard to know what to do when you need to do your job effectively. 
The consequences of the competitive behaviour of the singer she covered was not limited to the 
relations in the rehearsal room. Lara learned that she had to go on in a performance for her ailing 
colleague. She notified her friends through Facebook about the event to ask for their support. 
Lara had to take the notice down at the performing singer’s request because it affected this 
singer’s sensitivities. One motivator for accepting cover work is the opportunity to demonstrate 
the suitability to perform the covered material to the public and industry experts. Lara’s ability to 
advance her career through the cover-event was limited because her ability to inform the public 
about her performance was restricted: 
I went on for two performances when I covered this singer in V [changed]. When I found 
out that I was going on for the show, I wrote something on my Facebook page to let my 
people know and come to support me. I felt it was discreet, and I did not mention the 
singer’s name. I said that I had an unexpected debut in V and asked my friends to come 
along and show support. I had a call from company office because the singer had seen the 
message and asked them to have me take it down. I found out afterward that it was 
because she was feeling sad that she could not do the performances, and that she did not 
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want me to be advertising the facts. Maybe that was to keep the pecking order intact 
because I was an up-and-coming artist rather than an established one. 
Lara is determined to prevent the emotional challenges she experiences throughout cover work 
from affecting her singer’s self. Her coping strategies aim at perpetuating her professional 
reputation and include maintaining a positive mindset as well as a dignified conduct in her 
professional and public environment. Lara’s performance motivation is directed towards the 
members of the auditorium rather than industry experts. She confides in persons of trust, like her 
husband and her agent, and considers counselling if needed: 
I refused to let decisions of others devalue me as a singer. I know that even if 
management or the critics out there do not like my singing, most of the audience is 
enjoying my performance. And that is who I am singing for. I definitely made a point [of] 
always trying to have a positive mindset. Keeping my own dignity is really important to 
me. I have seen some singers who are not working for the company anymore and they are 
very vocal in their displeasure or their anger. They voice it publicly and if ever I am upset 
about not getting a role, then I try and just share it with those I care about and in whom I 
trust. My agent is one person, and my husband of course. But I try in this industry to 
always keep my professional façade free of emotion. I try to be gracious because it leaves 
a better impression and makes you look more professional. They talk so much in this 
industry and your reputation is almost as precious as your talent. It is hard because it is so 
unfair. I hope that when I stop getting work here that I will be able to be gracious about 
it. You must learn it for your own mental health. If I needed to, I would go and get some 
counselling. 
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John is 35 years of age and has been singing professionally for 11 years. John performed 
and covered minor and major principal roles at the beginning of his career. After 11 years of full-
time employment in the opera company, John is not considered a beginner anymore and the 
minor roles of his repertoire are offered to younger singers. During the last two years of his 
engagement with Opera Australia, and after a change of management, John is covering major 
roles without any other performance opportunities: 
I was quite lucky at the start of my career. I covered a number of major roles and went on 
for most of them and did well. Subsequently, I have got more work, performed a lot of 
the young baritone roles but then probably hit a point where you are no longer considered 
a young baritone and other people are. They get those roles, which is fine by me because 
there are other roles I wanted to do. The thing is now though, with a change of 
management, that I sort of seem to be second in line for these roles, and instead [of 
performing them] I am covering the role. 
John went from a period of performing up to 100 performances in one year to not performing 
and covering instead. The continuous offers of cover work and the missing perspective of 
advancing into performing the covered repertoire negatively affected John’s singer’s self. The 
missing affirmation of his singer’s self through the reaction of an audience in performances, and 
a general lack of feedback from management eroded his confidence as a singer. The negative 
effects on John’s singer’s self intensified when he was recently cast to cover a role he had 
performed successfully before: 
You are not performing all the time; you are not getting a lot of feedback from anyone, 
and you just sort of got to trust that what you are doing is the right thing. Sometimes I 
cover roles that perhaps I performed to a high level before, sometimes I cover roles that 
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just are not all that interesting, sometimes I cover roles that are really difficult and 
thankless, and very hard to sing, and very hard to learn. You do not get a chance to 
rehearse it just because of time or financial struggles within the opera company. You get 
this feeling that if you had to go on, you would do it to the best of your ability, but if you 
had not had enough rehearsals, you probably would be the one that they will blame [when 
things do not go well]. The biggest surprise for me in going from performing a lot to not 
performing much, the biggest skill I have lost is confidence. I do not think I am good 
enough. I know 99% of singers have self-doubt. The nature of operatic performance is 
that you are alone a lot of the time, particularly when you are covering. Recently, I 
covered a major role which I previously sang with great success. I was really 
disappointed not to be offered the role again. I thought: “Why cannot I have this? It is the 
same boss who hired me the first time. He told me he loved my work the first time. The 
reviews were great, the conductor thought it was fantastic, and I loved singing it!” 
John’s strategy to stay motivated and to cope with the emotional challenges he experiences in 
covering is directed towards positive thinking. He tries to block negative thoughts, and, with 
Opera Australia as the only opera company in Australia that offers full-time employment, John 
considers himself fortunate to be able to earn a living and raise his family through singing: 
You have to actively, consciously think of positives because otherwise you just go mad. 
You have to try and look at the positives which is getting paid quite well and raising a 
family whilst being a professional singer. I want to sing for my whole life. That might 
change, but I try and remember every day that I have been incredibly fortunate to be able 
to do it [singing] for this long and to continue doing it. So, every year my first aspiration 
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is to get another year’s work. Once I have nailed that down I try and remember that as a 
real positive, because the alternative is unemployment. 
Mid-career level principal singer 
Sam is 43 years old and has 15 years of work experience. He started his career with 
Opera Australia as a chorister before becoming a member of the principal ensemble. Sam 
recently left the ensemble and is employed by the company as a freelancer. Sam has performed 
and covered minor and major roles in the past. His current contracts include performance- and 
cover work. Sam only accepts cover work if the role would suit him, as he is aware of the risk of 
failure in the current climate of limited working opportunities for principal artists. Sam’s 
motivation for accepting cover work is the exploration of roles he feels he “would like to sing for 
the next years,” and that he gets: 
to work with people like W [changed] and H [changed]. I would only reject cover work if 
it were a role that did not suit me. I do not want to put myself into a position where I am 
likely to fail, especially in this current climate–with certain people–where you make just 
one mistake, and you are out. At the moment, I am still getting a run of certain operas at 
the end of the season. I am not foolish enough to think that those things cannot change. I 
am very aware that whoever is in charge could wake up one morning and think not to like 
me anymore and give me only the covers. 
At the time of the interview, Sam is covering the main-role of B in K [names changed]. 
Sam has covered this role in a previous first run of the production, and, due to rehearsal 
scheduling, he was actively involved in the creation of the interpretation of this character in this 
specific production at the time. Due to the late arrival of the internationally cast artist for the role 
in the current revival, Sam has been heavily involved in the re-creation of this role during 
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rehearsals. He intensively rehearsed with the performing-cast in the rehearsal studio. The arrival 
of the singer he covers marks the end of his active involvement in the role creation and the 
commencement of the final stage rehearsals. Sam is in the process of transitioning from the 
status of an actively involved singer to the status of an observing cover. He describes this process 
as: 
having high pressure. It is a bit like an anti-climax because we have put a lot of work in 
there and filled the gap for other people. Everything is on stage now, and rehearsals 
cease. You start to feel a bit down about it all. It can be likened to grief. It is such an anti-
climax. It reminds me of being a child and going on a great holiday, and suddenly you 
have come home, and you are not having all that fun anymore. It is almost like suffering 
from depression. You have that heightened sense of having to go on at any moment and 
suddenly that all finishes and your body has to re-adjust chemically. It is a bit like being 
bipolar, and you can feel quite down about it all. 
The blocking of the movements, the development of the relationships between the 
characters and the precise execution of these concepts in pre-stage production-runs during the 
early rehearsal period involve high levels of professional skills. Depending on the people skills 
of the production team and the other cast members, the lower status of the cover-singer in those 
rehearsals is emotionally challenging: 
Some directors are real bastards about a cover having to get up and join the main cast on 
the rehearsal floor. They will often take their frustration out on you. If you go on in a 
rehearsal and they are frustrated with their own agenda, suddenly you can become a 
scapegoat. (Sam) 
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It can be frustrating for a cover-singer who created and prepared an interpretation of a 
role for the performing singer when this singer is inconsistent in his staging, or makes mistakes, 
but is being met with kindness by the production team, whereas the cover-singer has been met 
with impatience or indifference. Sam is required to observe the performing-cast in the final stage 
rehearsals. He finds this process emotionally challenging, with feelings of anger and frustration. 
Sam points out that these feelings are not directed towards the performing cast but are of a 
general nature: 
I feel nothing against the singer personally, but for some reason, you do have a sense of 
grief or anger. I feel that I cannot go and watch for too long because I become frustrated 
in that I created a certain role in this production. I do not own it, but I do feel a sense of 
ownership, especially if they keep getting it wrong. I feel myself getting quite frustrated, 
and I have to leave the auditorium. I cannot sit and watch for hours and hours. I do not 
know if that is a general thing or if it is especially with me. I know that I become 
frustrated quite quickly in that circumstance, particularly if we put in a lot of effort with 
all the original blocking and creation of the role in a new production. With B, that feeling 
of frustration is tenfold. You start to feel that you are not valued. 
Sam’s frustration and feelings of not being valued are status-related. He feels that as the 
result of the substantial artistic, emotional, financial and time investment that went into the 
preparation of this role and the work during the two production periods, he has grown and 
matured considerably as an artist, and contributed extensively to the artistic process of the 
production. His artistic identity has been strengthened by the feedback he received from 
international expert singers of that repertoire during his preparation process. His ‘investment’ in 
covering the role will only pay off, if management permits Sam to move to the higher status level 
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of performing this repertoire. Sam believes that the behaviour of management towards him 
indicates that they are not interested in his artistic development, regardless of his growth process, 
because of their preference for international artists. Sam identifies his lower perceived status as a 
former chorister as an additional negative factor: 
I wanted to use this opportunity for the development of my B. As I mature physically and 
emotionally, I gain further understanding of that immense repertoire at an emotional and 
vocal-technical level. I realised that I enjoy singing that repertoire. I have worked the role 
with internationally recognised singers of the same repertoire and have received huge 
encouragement. I did not expect them [management] to put me on. If they would do the 
production again, I am sure they still will not put me on. We do not have many 
opportunities to air our progress. Of course, I would hope that management could hear 
me. I really wish the powers-to-be [sic] would listen. Management has it in its head that if 
you are not singing internationally, then you are not really worth it as an Australian artist. 
For me, it is still a bit more difficult. I am still being viewed as ‘chorus-boy-made-good’ 
because I came from the chorus, and I worked my way up. If you are an artist who may 
have done the hard yards somewhere else, people do not know you, and they do not know 
the history. You arrive as an established artist, whereas people here still know me from 
the chorus working my way up. I think that still sits in the back of their minds. 
Sam felt supported in his cover work by his peer group when he was a member of the 
chorus. This support ceased once he left the chorus. As a principal singer, he experiences the 
lack of feedback from management for his cover work and the missing support from a peer group 
as emotionally challenging. The lack of feedback on his cover work impacted negatively on 
Sam’s singer’s self and induced feelings of anger and abandonment: 
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When I was in the chorus and filled in [covered], the chorus was very supportive of me. 
Once I left the chorus, and I had to go on, people would not speak to me. I used to get 
really upset about it. My problem was that I was suffering feelings of abandonment or not 
being appreciated. You often go home and think you will get sacked because you thought 
you did a terrible job. I stopped management in the corridor a day after I sang the 
Sitzprobe of B and asked how they thought I went. I got a short ‘great-great-answer”’, 
and that was it. Take the initial piano dresses we did as covers for B where not one 
person came to my dressing room after. We had worked so hard, and not one person said 
thank you or acknowledged the effort. There was no feedback whatsoever. 
Because cover work is invisible to audiences and to other members of the company–
unless the cover goes on–the missing feedback from management cannot be rectified by the 
applause a singer receives from the audience after each performance. This public invisibility of 
cover work augments Sam’s feelings of depreciation of his artistic identity by management: 
I just saw the chorusmaster as I was walking in here. He asked what I was doing here, 
and if I have had a lot of time off. But I was working non-stop as a cover rehearsing the 
new cast. He said that he had not seen me on stage. I thought: “What the hell did you 
think I was doing?” I have to constantly tell people that I am working. They think I have 
been on holiday because my name is not in the programme. It bothers me. I deliberately 
did not go to the [company] function after the opening night because I thought it would 
depress me. I do not think I could stand around and see everybody patting each other on 
the back saying: “Are we not wonderful? We have done all this hard work.” Of course, 
they are not going to acknowledge us [the covers]. I go out of my way not to bump into 
management, because I go through moments of feeling angry with them–for no particular 
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reason, just about silly things like contract issues for next year, or the silly games they 
play threatening you to pull you out of operas if you do not accept a certain fee. It is quite 
demoralising. 
Sam has developed strategies to deal with his emotions by acknowledging his feelings 
and venting to a person of trust: 
When I was younger, rather than just going with it for an evening or a few days, I was 
fighting it. I thought that I should not be feeling like this and that I was self-centred. Then 
I got angry with myself and began to think I was going to be sacked because I upset 
somebody: “Somebody looked at me strangely in the corridor; therefore, I must have 
upset them on stage, or I must have been that bad as a cover.” As I become older, I have 
learned to try to shrug it off. I have learned to accept those feelings of upset and anger. I 
find somebody I can talk to, and just vent, and then I am okay. This is what I have to do 
not to end up being bitter and twisted, and I know plenty of colleagues who are. They are 
that to their detriment and that of their colleagues’. 
Senior-career level principal singers 
Max is 50 years old and has 30 years of work experience as a principal singer. As a beginner, 
covering was an opportunity to acquire repertoire and work experience. With no other 
performance work at that time, he enjoyed the immersion in the working environment with other 
colleagues: 
When I started, covering was a chance to learn roles and repertoire. I changed into 
another voice-type a few years out and had no repertoire. So, I saw it [covering] as a 
great opportunity to learn roles, and it was the only opportunity offered to me at the time. 
Being a singer is a very lonely life. Probably 98% of your work is done at the piano at 
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home by yourself and unless you get out and get to sing with other people—not even 
performing—it is a very dry field in that way. Covering was an opportunity to experience 
working with other people. It was a great chance to be amongst other artists and work. 
Max’s ideas about covering during his early career stages were based on the assumption 
that management would cast him in his own right after he proved his abilities through the quality 
of his cover work. When he realised that successful cover-events did not lead to main-
performance offers but resulted in more offers of cover work instead, he assumed that this lack 
of performance offers was directed towards his skills as a singer: 
I was doing the covering to be an artist, to be given the role that I was covering when 
they thought I was ready. You often think that chances are not going your way. Maybe 
you are not quite the best person for the job yet; you might be the second best: “I will just 
take the cover job until I am good enough to be the best.” You think because you are 
getting so close to the role, that it must be something very small that you are lacking. You 
are constantly spending money on training. You are constantly looking for what that is 
that you are lacking. You are constantly changing who you are, and not believing in who 
you are. That to me is very damaging. 
A casting decision by management to not use Max as the main-singer when the original 
singer withdrew from a contract prompted Max to re-evaluate his views on cover work as a 
direct path towards career advancement. Max realised that management was not invested in 
advancing his career as a principal performer of major roles. His skill base as a cover was 
preferred: 
I had a couple of Eureka moments in my life, where finally somebody pulled out, and my 
company decided to keep me as the cover instead of putting me on. It is not that I was not 
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good enough. The music staff said that I was good enough, and they wanted me to go on. 
The actual reality dawned upon me that maybe they think I am more useful to them as a 
cover. This often happens with your local companies when you are a resident, or you live 
in the area. It is cheaper to keep you as a cover and fly someone in, especially when you 
are playing the big lead roles. It becomes: “Here is Max. He can do it. He is in town. He 
will be the cover, because otherwise we will not have a cover. If we give Max the role, 
we will not fly in somebody to cover.” I think that has changed my opinion greatly of 
what I did and made me evaluate what I was doing. 
 Max transitioned through a period of redefinition of his career expectations. The 
disillusionment with the idea of cover work as a career advancer affected his motivation to 
maintain the high work ethics with which he approached covering in the past. Max’s perception 
of not being able to advance his career into performance work led him to consider giving up 
singing: 
I always put such hard work and effort into my covering; I think the best covers do. You 
treat it like you are going to go on, and if you go on you are going to be the best you can 
possibly be. I worked with covers that saw covering as an easy pay cheque. They really 
did not care if they went on or not. I thought, “Is that the person I want to be? Can I be 
that person? Why am I even warming up [my voice for rehearsals] if they are not going to 
put me on?” And I thought I cared too much about it just to fill a gap. I was absolutely 
devastated. I think for the first time in my life I really evaluated whether I wanted to sing 
anymore. I actually looked into other jobs. 
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Max continued his singing career with a different approach to cover work. He ceased to 
interpret the lack of performance offers as a disapproval of his performance skills. Instead, he 
strengthened the application of his skills from a view point of an independent artistic identity: 
I felt I never had the success that I should have been having just being myself. Therefore, 
I was constantly changing. I changed how I sang to fit the roles that I was covering as 
well as to keep paying the bills. I stopped. I was angry, very angry. I had spent a whole 
life believing in a system and not really understanding it. There came the point where I 
just had to own my voice. I started saying, “Fuck You! Well, if I am not doing the role, 
but only the covering, and it has nothing to do with my voice, then I am just gonna get on 
and sing the way I want to sing and enjoy myself.” So, the cover work I started doing I 
just did for myself and tried to please no one. 
 Max has performed major roles in his own right as well as covered in the last few years 
and holds a performance contract at the time of the interview. He attributes his performance role 
offers to a change in personnel at management level and a a stronger believe in his artistic 
abilities. Max is content with his career achievements and work life balance: 
Things have changed a bit for me in recent years. I am doing more roles. I am not being 
offered as many covers, which is interesting. Suddenly they saw me not as the cover but 
as the person doing the role. It is an amazing change, and I think it is a change because of 
(a) somebody new in management, and (b) the way I see myself. I am actually good 
enough as I am. I am not 100% convinced that casting is only due to talent, or the best-
paired people for the job. I think at a certain level there are a lot of talented people with 
the same skill set, and all can do the job. And often how they decide who gets the job and 
who covers is not as scientific as you think. I feel very blessed with the career that I am 
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having and that I have had. Some people will think that it has not gone as far as it could 
have. Other people think that it has gone further than it should have. But it is where it is, 
and I feel like I have a great balance in my life. I am very, very happy. 
Anna is 55 years old and, over the period of her 31 years of working as a principal singer, 
her view on covering has changed. As a young singer, she “accepted cover roles on the basis that 
it was an opportunity to watch and learn from established artists, who had done the role many 
times before, particularly the big roles. It was a wonderful way to learn the craft.” Now in her 
later career, Anna finds it emotionally challenging if a role she is interested in performing is 
being offered to a younger singer instead of her, while she receives only the cover-offer: 
I must admit that, as I get older, I do not enjoy covering as much. I am disappointed when 
I am given a cover of a role when I really feel that I am ready to do it. And, I am 
disappointed that perhaps a younger singer be given the role and I am covering them. 
Yes, my perception of cover work has changed, and, with dwindling performance 
opportunities, I have accepted roles in the last few years as covers to keep the voice 
supple. 
 Anna experiences situations where she now receives cover-offers for roles she previously 
successfully performed. Recently, a performance role offer was withdrawn in favour of a 
younger artist without explanation and Anna was asked to cover instead. Anna processes her 
feelings of disappointment by going through phases of being hurt and angry. She confides in 
persons of trust. Anna then decides to accept or decline the cover-offer. She accepts the cover-
offer if she is able to achieve a positive attitude towards her working environment. Anna declines 
the cover-offer if her singer’s self would be negatively affected by the experience: 
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After the initial disappointment of being offered a cover of a role that I have done 
[performed] successfully before, I usually go through the process of being hurt and angry, 
and I feel that it is unjustified. I spend a few days just talking to colleagues I trust, and 
my husband, and then I make a choice. I either make the choice to refuse the cover or 
take it on. I have refused covers if I have felt that I could not do it with grace. And that 
might be because I feel that it would affect my psyche and my confidence level while 
being in a rehearsal room and that I would not be approaching the work in a positive way. 
There have been cases recently where I have politely declined a cover. However, if I go 
through that process, and I feel as though I can find a reason for doing it—you know in 
that I have enough respect for the artist even though they might be younger, or less 
experienced, or I do not think I am doing as good a job—if I can respect that artist, and 
with good grace do it, then I will accept the cover-role. 
The invisibility to the public while working as a cover is emotionally challenging for 
Anna. Although she works hard during longer periods of cover work, the public perception that 
she has retired negatively affects Anna’s singer’s self. Her confidence level declines, and she 
experiences periods of depression and grief. Anna overcomes her grief by accepting that she is 
not personally targeted by the management’s decisions which lead to her lack of performance 
work. She also points to the need to identify herself not only as a singer. Anna feels that she is in 
the process of moving towards retirement: 
It is debilitating and depressing if you have been working very hard and have not been on 
the stage in a particular city (or at all) over an extended period of time. It makes you 
doubt your own ability, your own confidence. Being a singer is so much a part of your 
persona and who you are, and to be invisible as to people think that you are not singing or 
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that you are retired is horrible. It goes to the very soul of you. I have suffered periods of 
great depression because of it. And quite recently actually there was a year where I was 
very, very busy performing, and did really good work and got wonderful accolades, and 
then I had nothing. I just had covers, and my cover work was very good, but nobody 
knew, and I got very depressed. Then there was just grief, and I went through a grieving 
process. I guess I grieved for the invisibility and for the lack of performance. I did come 
out of it when I became much more philosophical about things. I almost removed myself 
from it and just watched from above. I realised that it happens to everybody. It happens to 
us all at different stages of our lives and careers. It is not personal. There is nothing we 
can do about it, because it is the opinion and the choices of the management at that time. 
It is important to see yourself as more than the singer and to find other ways of fulfilling 
the soul. It is definitely very hard, but it is the reality of the profession. I think you do get 
to the stage where you think, “I have had enough.” I think, I am certainly moving to that 
stage, but not quite yet. I am not there yet. 
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Meanings of cover work relating to ideas of work and ideas of self 
The ideas and experiences of performers, students and graduates covering major principal roles 
for Opera Australia are grounded in the themes ideas of work and ideas of self. The views on 
cover work are variable throughout the different stages of career development for each 
performer. The themes are interrelated. The availability (or the lack thereof) of paid performance 
work is central to the thoughts about cover work. Cover work positively influences the 
participants’ singers’ selves if it (a) raises the artistic profile of the performers by providing 
opportunities to enter the workforce as a principal performer for students, graduates, and young 
performers, (b) maintains the workforce of mid-career level principal performers artistically and 
financially during periods of diminished performance opportunities, and (c) prolongs the 
engagement of senior-career level performers with the industry. The hope to demonstrate to 
management their suitability for major principal performance work, the opportunity to study and 
test new repertoire, and to learn through observing the rehearsal and performance process of the 
cast performers, are positive motivators for accepting cover work. An additional positive 
motivator for the members of the chorus is the opportunity to distinguish themselves artistically 
as an individual amidst their peers. The performers develop technical strategies to prepare and 
rehearse the cover roles and to meet the demands of an unexpected cover-event. 
“We are really relying on my income” (John) 
Performers in all participant groups associated cover work with the opportunity to provide an 
income in their fields of expertise in a market place of diminished performance work. The 
performers with professional work experience who rejected cover work because of the missing 
performance opportunities for the covered roles were also dissatisfied with the level of 
remuneration of cover work. The expectations about the potential earnings through cover work 
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were not defined in the participant group of students and graduates. Some expected cover-
performers to be paid well, whereas others did not. The motivation of the singers to take on 
cover work for financial reasons supports Midgette’s (2005) findings of why some singers accept 
cover work at the Metropolitan Opera in New York. As with the singers at the Metropolitan 
Opera, there are no defined structures of payments for Australian singers at Opera Australia, 
where the payment scope ranges from smaller extra loadings for choristers to weekly salaries and 
agreed project fees for freelance principals with performance loadings if they go onstage. 
Different to the singers at the Metropolitan Opera, where some singers chose cover work in their 
place of residence over performance work away from home to avoid extended periods of absence 
from their families, Australian resident singers do not consider this choice. Opera Australia is the 
only full-time opera company in Australia. The limited performances of the state companies of 
Queensland, Victoria, South Australia, and Western Australia with their focus on employing 
singers who reside in their states offer no feasible alternative employment opportunities for 
professional opera singers in Australia. Australian singers are also prevented from entering the 
overseas market through the inability to obtain the appropriate visas and work permits for 
overseas employment. The geographical distance from Australia to overseas performance 
companies adds to the difficulty in maintaining an international profile while performing at home 
over longer periods of time. Furthermore, the performance and employment structures of 
repertory theatres in Europe are not conducive to the employment of non-resident singers. 
“You are singing on your own. It is a totally different way of singing” (Bill) 
The workforce of principal performers does not support Opera Australia’s praxis of choristers 
covering major principal roles. They believe that the differences in the skill sets between chorus- 
and principal-work and the heavy workload of the choristers are detrimental to the vocal health 
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of the choristers. An area of artistic concern is the inability of the choristers to concentrate on 
and adhere to the repertoire-specific style elements of a major principal role, while 
simultaneously serving the broad range of repertoire of their chorus workloads. There is also 
concern that the lack of principal performance work in Australia forces specialist principal 
performers to leave the workforce for financial reasons if the available principal cover work is 
assigned to the members of the chorus. 
The fear of being typecast as a cover-singer, and therefore being excluded from entering 
the workforce as a singer of principal roles, can be a deterring factor for the participants without 
professional work experience from the group of students and graduates. This fear was not 
supported by the experiences of the singers at entry-career level of the other participant groups. 
The absence of guaranteed performances of the covered roles and the risk associated with 
presenting untested repertoire in rehearsals is a deterring factor to mid- and senior-career level 
performers accepting cover-contracts. Entry-career level performers do not include these aspects 
in their thinking. 
“So many leading opera singers have made into the industry that way” (Amanda) 
Students’ and graduates’ thinking about cover work is centred in the idea of cover work as an 
opportunity to enter the opera industry. They are inspired by stories in newspapers (Fraser, 1995; 
Sisario, 2009; Harvey, 2009) and by real-life experiences of their teachers or other persons of 
influence about breaking through into performing major repertoire by going on as covers. 
Hierarchical thinking is prominent in this participant group. The students and graduates direct 
their minds towards covering major principal roles only; none of the participants expected to be 
covering smaller roles. They also perceive the cover-singer of a major role as the ‘runner-up’ to 
the cast performer of this role. The students and graduates expect a direct pathway from covering 
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major principal roles to performing them. They expect to feel offended by future offers of cover 
work once they demonstrated their performance abilities to management. 
The ideas in the groups of professional participants include a broader understanding of 
how cover work fits into the business of running a professional opera company. The salient 
thinking about cover work by the entry-career level professionals is still directed towards 
improving their performance status, but it includes artistic considerations. They understand cover 
work as an opportunity to learn through observation and to explore the vocal and dramatic 
suitability of new repertoire. Watching the rehearsal process of the performing cast allows for 
deep exploration of the characters and informs the singers’ interpretational choices regarding 
their role developments. 
The mid- and senior-career level professionals support the idea of learning as a lifelong 
process, but they do not support the idea of cover work as a unidirectional path towards 
performance work. They differentiate between the skill sets of cover work and performance work 
and react to the market forces by moving fluidly between the skill sets. 
“I was emotionally, physically, and mentally exhausted” (Sam) 
All singers described cover work or the prospect of it as stressful. The students, graduates, and 
choristers with cover experience include positive feelings of excitement in their expectations 
about and experiences of cover-events. The major performance-technical stressors are: 
• the inability to test their physiological and emotional reactions over the entirety of a 
performance run; 
• the inability to familiarise with the orchestral feedback, the spatial, acoustic and visual 
conditions in the performance space; 
• the unfamiliarity with the other cast members; 
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• the unfamiliarity with costumes, wigs, and props in a cover-event; 
• the difficulty to achieve implicit memory for movements and choreographies; 
• the difficulty to build vocal stamina; and, 
• the difficulty to find time to practice in addition to attending the rehearsals of the 
performing cast. 
“When you are more established you are judged on everything you do” (Maria) 
The understanding that the quality of the cover work effects the outcomes of cover-events, and 
therefore influences their career-development and the ability to earn a living in their fields of 
expertise, adds to the pressure on the singers and affects their artistic identities. The limited 
rehearsal opportunities result in a fear of failure and a fear of being compared to the well-
rehearsed performing cast in cover-events. The mid- and senior-career level principals have 
achieved and maintained public performance profiles of high artistic standards. The risk of losing 
their artistic reputation by presenting in rehearsals untested material, especially when the singers 
feel under-rehearsed, leads to high levels of performance anxiety. The choristers feel supported 
in their process of covering by their peers. The principals miss the collegial support of a peer 
group and, combined with the lack of feedback from management, can experience high levels of 
isolation. 
The singers develop individual strategies for their preparatory processes to minimise the 
effects of performance anxiety and to be able to prepare mentally for cover-events. These 
strategies include: 
• maximising their presence at the rehearsals of the performing-cast (The singers are often 
simultaneously engaged in rehearsals and performances of other productions and can be 
limited in their ability to be present at rehearsals for the roles they cover.); 
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• marking the score with notes about dramatic intent and the blocking of the scenes; 
• utilising the rehearsal set during production breaks to gain spatial awareness of the set; 
• finding time to practise the blocking until movement and intent merge; 
• organising rehearsals with other cover-colleagues to practice complex choreographies and 
movement patterns; 
• undertaking coachings with the music and language staff; 
• communicating with the assistant director if questions about the dramatic content arise; 
• mirroring the rehearsal process of the performing-cast; and, 
• permitting themselves to follow their internal processes of role discovery and 
development. 
“Why the hell am I not doing that?” (John) 
Singers who successfully performed major roles in a production in earlier runs of the opera and 
who are now contracted to cover these roles apply a different strategy. They are intrinsically 
familiar with the dramatisation, the vocal and physical demands of the role, and the onstage 
conditions. The singers describe the change from performing to covering as emotionally 
challenging in that they experience feelings of grief, anger, and inadequacy while they are 
observing the rehearsal process of the new cast. These singers limit their rehearsal attendance to 
the required minimum to protect their inner-selves from the impact of negative emotions which 
could hinder the performance outcome in a cover-event. 
 “It is the most terrifying phone call you can ever get as a performer” (Anna) 
The singers with cover experience describe their initial response to the notice of a cover-event as 
highly emotional with feelings of fear and panic. They apply pre-performance routines to focus 
on the upcoming performance and to minimise the anxiety levels. The routines include: 
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• arriving early at the theatre to familiarise themselves with the onstage conditions; 
• running through specific parts of scenes with the assistant director; 
• communicating with the conductor by singing/marking through the role in a pre-
performance music-call; 
• studying the rehearsal notes and music score; 
• focusing on voice-technical aspects; and, 
• warming-up physically through stretching and yoga. 
“There are a lot of different colours to the word ‘success’” (Kathy) 
The singers’ appreciation of cover work as a positive or negative influence on the formation of 
their artistic identities is individually positioned in the different stages of their careers. It includes 
aspects of the singers’ perception of the hierarchical order between the cover- and the 
performing-cast, within the company, and between the employment groups of choristers, 
freelancers, and ensemble singers. Singers in all age groups and at all career levels anticipate or 
experience cover work as emotionally challenging. The definition of what the singers view as 
challenging is individually directed towards their sub-identities as performers and how the 
perception of the status of cover work, the offer of cover work, or the work experience while 
covering affects the relationship between their voices and artistic abilities and the singers’ selves. 
The offer of a cover-role initiates a process of redefinition in which the singers re-evaluate their 
artistic abilities. The singers value cover work as a positive confirmation of their singers’ selves 
if it is perceived as an opportunity to elevate their professional status or to maintain a desired 
professional position within the opera company. The singers’ selves are negatively affected if the 
offer of a cover-role relates to the perception of a loss of status within the opera company and in 
the public domain. 
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The aim of the singers in all participant groups and at all career levels is to gain 
employment. Except for a group of principals within the cohort of senior-career level participants 
who choose not to accept cover work, all singers prefer covering to working outside the art’s 
business. Cover work raises the employment status compared to singers with no work. Once 
cover work employment is achieved, the singers’ selves negotiate the value of covering 
depending on its ability to advance their career development or status within the company. 
“Being the backup for a lead role in a company” (Amanda) 
The students’ and graduates’ objective is to enter the workforce of professional singers. Cover 
work achieves the objective of paid artistic employment. The students and graduates value the 
prospect of covering as long as they perceive it as a means of career-advancement towards their 
goal of paid performance work. Once the students and graduates feel they have acquired the 
necessary skills to perform major principal roles, they expect to view further offers of cover 
work negatively. The prevalent idea in this participant group of ‘being second in line’ results in a 
positive confirmation of the singers’ artistic identity at first. Not feeling ready for major 
performance work just yet, they feel their artistic potential has been acknowledged through the 
cover-offer by their employer. Once the singers of this career-level feel confident in their artistic 
abilities, an offer to cover a specific role instead of performing it is viewed as a rejection of their 
singers’ selves. The cover-offer now induces feelings of inadequacy and a loss of artistic 
confidence: ‘There must be something wrong with me otherwise I would have gotten the role.’ 
The singers enter a phase of redefinition until their artistic identities can reposition themselves 
positively within their working environment: ‘I am aware that my lower register is not strong 
enough yet. I will work harder to fix the problem, and then they [will] cast me in the role.’ 
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“Your colleagues are often impressed when you get a cover” (Christa) 
The four career levels within the group of our participants who are members of the chorus are 
entry-career level choristers without cover work experience, entry-career level choristers with 
cover work experience, mid-career level choristers with cover work experience, and senior-
career level choristers with cover work experience. 
The choristers without cover work experience react similarly to the students and 
graduates to a prospective offer of cover work. They expect at first to feel affirmed by 
management. Their status within the chorus raises to the level of the other covering chorus 
colleagues. The career path from entering the company as a chorister to becoming a principal 
performer is possible at Opera Australia. Being offered a cover-contract for a major principal 
role also signals the idea to the young choristers that management recognises their potential as 
future principal performers. Different to the students and graduates, the concerns of the 
choristers without cover work experiences include a fear of failure and the resulting 
consequences. The choristers are aware of the lack of adequate cover-rehearsals and the 
necessary skills to perform in a cover-event. The prospect of being compared to a well-rehearsed 
performer induces feelings of inadequacy and self-doubt. Being healthy is a concern. Viral or 
bacterial upper respiratory infections often run through an entire cast. The cover attends the same 
rehearsals and is as exposed to illness as the performing cast. The ideas in this participant group 
are directed towards a perceived hierarchy within the opera company because they believe that a 
cover is expected to ‘function’ even when the principal singer is not. The idea of cover work as a 
means of career advancement adds an extra dimension to the importance of being able to 
‘function at the right time’ i.e., when the performing singer is indisposed. The young choristers 
without work experience as covers expect the lack of guidance and the emphasis on self-reliance 
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in the process of role development to be problematic. They feel that following somebody else’s 
view point rather than having to develop their own might be a safer option at first and diminishes 
the possibility of failure. The choristers need to sing for management in a stage audition if they 
want to be considered for major cover work. Depending on the quality of the relationships with 
their singers’ selves at the time of the audition applications, the choristers will take or avoid the 
opportunity to expose their skills to management and, in the process, gain cover work and the 
prospect of becoming a principal, or lose this possibility and risk their employment as choristers. 
The choristers will enter a process of re-definition after the audition in which they will adjust 
their singers’ selves to the new realities of the workplace. The groups of choristers who 
responded to our interview request included (a) choristers without cover work experiences who, 
at the time of the interview, had not yet auditioned for cover work, and (b) choristers who, after 
successful auditions, had experience in covering roles. Choristers who unsuccessfully auditioned 
for cover work did not respond to our interview request, and therefore, the ideas of this group are 
not represented in this study. 
All choristers with cover experience who participated in our study value their secure 
financial positions as chorus members and welcome the extra financial loading for covering 
roles. The choristers at every career level feel affirmed in their singing selves through the cover-
offer of a major principal role. They value cover work as an artistic outlet for their principal 
ambitions and for the augmented artistic experience, in addition to the routine demands of their 
chorus work. The challenging factors for the choristers are finding the time to learn, practise, 
rehearse the principal roles, and—although the prospect of having to perform solo motivates 
them to maintain their vocal skill sets—avoiding vocal fatigue due to overuse of the voice. Some 
choristers feel challenged by the idea that principal singers do not approve of choristers covering 
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major principal roles. The need of the choristers to affirm their selves through external agents 
like cover work diminishes during the mid- and senior-careers levels when the choristers re-
assess their career expectations and work-life balances. 
“You can skip past that point of being the star and end up being the cover” (Eve) 
The principal singers experience the widest scope of meanings of cover work and the most 
frequent phases of redefinitions during their careers. They appreciate the positive aspects relating 
to the ideas of work, but unlike the choristers, with only seasonal engagement with the company 
and no regular collegial experiences in a peer group, the principals do not experience cover work 
as an agent to raise their artistic status within the company. The covering principals feel 
frustrated by their inability to contribute artistically to the interpretative process of the 
production team. They are challenged to consistently readjust their selves to the changing 
demands of their artistic positions within the production process and the hierarchical order 
between the production team and the organisation. Challenging influences on the formation of 
artistic identity are (a) the missing reassurance of their artistic identities via onstage 
performance-experience, (b) the invisibility within the company and to the public during 
extended periods of cover work, (c) the potential risk to their artistic reputation to industry 
experts by presenting untested material in rehearsals, and (d) difficult intercollegiate 
relationships between the cast and the covering principal. Past experiences of performing 
principal roles heighten the awareness of the covering principals about the complex process of 
role-acquisition and the necessity of a full cycle of rehearsals for a successful interpretation of a 
major role in a public performance. 
I grouped the participants according to Gembris and Heye’s (2014) study about the life-
span perspective of orchestral musicians. As a result, the singers in the group of entry-career 
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level principals range the widest in age and display the broadest variance in their career paths 
and performance experiences. The career paths include singers who: 
• joined the principal ensemble of Opera Australia after graduating; 
• joined Opera Australia as freelancers after graduating; 
• began their careers as choristers at Opera Australia before joining the principal ensemble; 
and, 
• had professional careers overseas before engaging with Opera Australia as freelancers. 
The performance experiences range from singers who perform and cover major roles, 
singers who moved from performing minor roles to mostly covering major roles, and singers 
who moved from covering major roles to mostly performing major roles. Most singers who 
began their principal careers as principal ensemble members are now freelancers. 
“I would not be half the artist I am today without the covering” (Max) 
Like the singers in the non-principal participant groups, the principals at entry-career level value 
cover work as an opportunity for role-acquisition and role-study and to develop their artistry. 
Having proved to management their abilities as principal singers in minor repertoire at Opera 
Australia or having built a principal performance portfolio overseas, the singers hope to 
demonstrate their potential as interpreters of major principal repertoire. The motivation to take 
the considerable risk to their careers involved with accepting cover work is directed towards the 
perspective of performing this repertoire in the future. The participants in our study who 
achieved this objective are now covering the repertoire in the first season of the production 
before performing it in the second season or alternating performances with the other—often 
international—cast. Without the opportunity to sing the opening night of the first season, the 
resulting lack of public review remains a challenge for singers to achieve the necessary national 
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and international industry exposure needed to further their careers outside of Opera Australia. 
But, within the company, the principals raised their hierarchical status to that of performers of 
major repertoire. In conjunction with performance offers of the covered repertoire, the efforts 
associated with cover work are perceived as preparatory agents for the upcoming performances 
and support the positive formation of the principals’ artistic selves. This process can be disturbed 
by difficult intercollegiate relations between the performing and the covering cast if the 
performing cast feels challenged in the hierarchical order of their positions within the company. 
The ideas of self about cover work are similar in the performance experience groups of 
principals who perform and cover major roles and principals who moved from covering major 
roles to mostly performing major roles, and if performance work remains part of the performance 
portfolio of the singers. 
“I thought I really lost my confidence” (John) 
The effects of cover-offers on principals at entry-career level who moved from performing minor 
principal roles to mostly covering major roles or moved from having performed major roles to 
covering these roles differ in their impact on the identity formation of these singers. The 
principals appreciate the opportunity to earn a living through engaging with the industry. 
However, the missing perspective of performance work and the absence of artistic identity 
affirming agents—such as the physiological experiences of a full rehearsal cycle and consequent 
performances, the absence of the reaction from a live audience, the invisibility to the public and 
within the company, and a general lack of feedback from management— negatively impact the 
cover-principals’ artistic selves through a loss of confidence in their performance abilities. 
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“You do feel like you have had your heart pulled out of your body” (Eve) 
The identity formation of principals who moved from performing major roles to covering the 
performed roles are especially affected. With the predominant thinking in the groups at entry-
career level of cover work as an agent for career advancement, the cover-principals whose 
artistic identities were at first strengthened through the positive feedback from management and 
public review for their earlier performances of the roles, now experience strong feelings of 
rejection of their artistic identities. The principals enter periods where they analyse the reasons 
for the rejection and attempt to readjust their artistic identities and expectations to the new 
demands in the changed working environment. 
“The expectation having shown your worth as a cover is not always met” (Kathy) 
The principals in their mid-careers are highly aware of their processes of artistic identity 
formation. They frequently and successfully adjusted their singers’ selves to the work- and self-
related experiences in their years at entry-career level. The mid-career principals are aware of the 
unpredictability of the demand for their artistic services by management, the constant need to re-
establish their employability within the company through successful performance work, and the 
risk of failure associated with presenting untested material in cover work. As the principals at 
entry-career level, the motivation to cover roles is directed towards role acquisition for future 
performance work and financial security. However, there is a change in how the principals 
interpret missing follow-up performance offers after successful periods of cover work. Entry-
career level principals predominantly direct the reasons for missing performance-offers towards 
deficiencies in their performance skill-sets and their artistic selves. They presume that 
performance-offers will follow if they improve their performance skills and their artistic selves. 
Moving into their mid-career level years, the principals begin to include management 
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considerations into their ideas of self. They enter phases of disillusionment if they realise that, 
regardless of the quality of their performance-skills and past performance successes, 
management might only be interested in their skill sets as covers with no prospect of future 
performance possibilities. The principals experience feelings of anger and depression associated 
with grief. These feelings intensify during periods of cover work in which the covering 
principals establish the characterisation of their roles in new productions and rehearse the cast in 
preparation for the late arriving international performers. The covering principals experience 
strong feelings of frustration when their lower employment status exposes them to indifference 
and impatient behaviours from management and the production team, whereas the performing-
cast principals are met with positive attitudes in their rehearsal process. 
The changing perspective of the mid-career level principals on the idea of cover work as 
an agent for career advancement leads to a clear understanding about the demands of the 
workplace for the separate employment streams of cover work and performance work once the 
principals reach their senior-career level years. The availability of performance work remains 
essential for the singers’ positive identity formation. The lack of performance work is not 
exclusively seen as a reflection of their performance skills; it is also a reflection of the changing 
market place for opera in Australia.  
“I do see it as the winding down and the full stop” (Kathy) 
The senior-career level principals chose to accept or decline cover work depending on the 
individual views on and needs of their singer’s selves. As a result, groups of senior-career level 
principals who covered roles in their earlier careers now (a) reject any offers of cover work, (b) 
accept cover work only if they can motivate themselves to commit to the learning and work 
processes necessary to uphold the high professional standards of the principals, and (c) accept 
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cover work only if they feel they can engage in the process with dignity towards their working 
environment and their selves. 
“My perception of covering has changed over the years.” (Kathy) 
The casualisation of the principal workforce by Opera Australia (Opera Australia, 2011, p. 13; 
Opera Australia, 2016, p. 14) and the reduction of the numbers of performances (Opera 
Australia, 2011, p. 19; Opera Australia, 2016, p. 25) added significantly to the pressure of 
Australian based principals being able to support themselves financially through performance 
work. My findings support and augment Oakland et al.’s conclusion in their 2012 study that 
singers transition through periods of individually-orientated grief (p. 145) in their effort to 
redefine their relationships with their voices after involuntary job-loss to include the finding that 
the working opera singers of this study also transition through periods of grief in the phases of 
readjustment of their artistic identities as a reaction to the working environment at Opera 
Australia when their career expectations within the organisation are not met. The performers 
experience feelings of grief, including disillusionment, depression, and anger when periods of 
successful cover work fail to lead to performance work offers, or when successful performance 
work results in consequent offers of cover work. The performers develop coping strategies to 
overcome feelings of disaffection and other negative effects on their singing-identities. The 
negative effects include feelings of abandonment, frustration, the loss of confidence, and a 
perceived loss of status. The singers develop individually-oriented coping mechanisms to adjust 
their selves to the demands of the profession. The coping mechanisms include acknowledging 
negative emotions and confiding in persons of trust within and outside the business, seeking 
counselling, blocking negative thoughts by limiting the exposure to the rehearsal process for 
roles performed in the past, fostering a positive mindset, achieving and maintaining the 
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awareness of having the choice to reject offers of cover work, and nurturing an identity outside 
of a performance portfolio with Opera Australia. 
Analysis of data compiled in the current research supports the findings of 
Manturzewska’s 1990 study examining the life-span perspective of professional musicians, in 
that musicians engage in a life-long process of redefinition specific to their environment. It will 
be of interest to further investigate if the peak performance period from 25-45 years of age in 
Manturzewska’s (1990) study applies to the singers at Opera Australia. The participants in our 
study were grouped according to the definitions of age in Gembris and Heye’s (2014) study of 
aspects of orchestral musician’s careers. It is interesting that themes about ageing and the 
physical decline of performance skills were not introduced into the ideas about cover work by 
the participants in our study. The idea of age rather expressed the accumulation of experiences 
and the number of periods of redefinitions by the participants. Investigations targeting aspects of 
ageing for principal performers and choristers would be of interest for singers exposed to the 
demands for a casualised performance workforce in Australia. Kenny et al. (2014) specified age 
as one of the “independent predictors of music performance anxiety severity” (p. 227) in their 
study about the psychological wellbeing of orchestral musicians in Australia. The study 
identified that female musicians had higher levels of “trait anxiety, music performance anxiety, 
social and other forms of anxiety and depression” (p. 2015). The youngest male and female 
musicians—aged under 30 years—displayed the highest levels of anxiety and depression, 
whereas the older musicians—aged over 50 years—displayed the lowest levels of performance 
anxiety. Ideas about performance anxiety and stress relating to cover work were prevalent in all 
participant groups of our study. Feelings of depression were more prevalent in the principal 
singers at the mid- and senior-career levels than in the younger groups of singers. The numbers 
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of participants in our study were too small to draw conclusions about gender differences and to 
classify aspects of depression in the themes related to cover work. The findings of our study 
establish the presence of ideas about anxiety and depression in the ideas about cover work. 
Longitudinal investigations into the psychological wellbeing of principal singers at Opera 
Australia would support the principal workforce in their efforts to adjust to the demands of the 
workplace in the different stages of their careers. 
Recommendations for tertiary education and further research efforts 
The findings of this study show the high expectations students, graduates, and professional 
singers at all career levels place on cover work as an agent to enter and advance a professional 
career as opera singers at Opera Australia. 
Pedagogical implications 
“I should have learned these cover-skills” (Kate). Creating awareness about the meaning of cover 
work by developing and practising the necessary skills in concert with performance work during 
tertiary education will have a considerable effect on the readiness of young singers to enter the 
professional workforce. Restructuring opera courses at tertiary institutions to purposefully 
include the concept of covering would aid this process. For example, instead of having Cast A 
and Cast B for an upcoming opera production in the first semester, there could be Cast A and a 
cover-cast. The students in the cover-cast would observe the rehearsals of Cast A. They then 
would prepare and practise their scenes in cover-rehearsals with experienced staff and develop 
spatial awareness through familiarisation with the set and stage. The work would be presented in 
public or closed6 onstage cover-performances. Depending on the pedagogical aims and financial 
resources of the institution, the cover-performances would be accompanied by orchestra or 
                                                 
6  A performance without a public audience but with fellow students and staff in attendance. 
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piano. The casts would be reversed in the second semester to provide equal performance 
opportunities for all students involved. The exposure to the technical and psychological aspects 
of covering would augment the performance experiences of the students and equip them early on 
to benefit from cover-events should the opportunities present themselves in a professional 
environment. The availability of cover-skilled graduates would support Opera Australia’s effort 
to provide entry opportunities for young Australian singers. Knowledge about self-related 
aspects of cover work will contribute to foster a study and workplace culture respectful of the 
professional and emotional needs of the singers participating in all streams of performance work 
at tertiary institutions and in professional operatic environments. 
Research implications 
Some conductor will acknowledge you or even shake your hand and say: “Okay, 
hopefully we will get a chance to work with each other and make sure we are all on the 
same page.” Other conductors do not even acknowledge the fact that you are there. (Ben) 
This research aimed to discover the meanings and expectations about cover work from 
the view point of students and professional singers. It would be of interest to research the ideas 
of directors, conductors and other leaders of an opera production team about their views on 
working with cover-singers. What do they expect from cover-singers? Do they support the 
presence of cover-singers in the rehearsal process or do they prefer rehearsing without them? 
Mark’s comment “Do I believe management believe I can do this or am I just fitting in a slot that 
needs filled?” points to the influence of managerial decisions on the cover-singers’ selves. 
Researching the artistic and economic considerations behind those decisions would inform 
singers’ career decisions. 
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There are other artistic employment groups within the opera company on whom the 
principles of covering could be applied. The director of a production is supported by assistant 
directors, the conductor by assistant conductors, the chorus master by assistant chorus masters, 
and the choreographer by assistant choreographers. The availability of paid employment for 
these vocations is limited and, similar to singers, these professionals identify themselves highly 
through their work. It would be interesting to research the view points of the assisting directors, 
conductors, chorus masters, and choreographers about working as assistants and compare the 
findings to the results of this study about cover-singers. It is common at Opera Australia that the 
directing and conducting assistants rehearse the cover-cast in preparation for a cover-event. How 
do the assistants view this rehearsal process in the context of their own career expectations, and 
what do they think about working with the cover- rather than the performing-cast?  
Hermanovicz (2007) recommends the wider use of person-oriented approaches in the 
methodological context of life history research to investigate work careers. This methodology 
supports the in-depth enquiry within smaller participant groups (p. 626) and would suit research 
in the different artistic employment groups at Opera Australia with their relatively small numbers 
of employees. Hermanovicz’s (2007) suggests the possibility that “while the results of person-
oriented approaches direct researchers to uncover social process by examining the details of 
individually lived experience, the social processes uncovered may well pertain to more general 
populations” (p. 626). Through changing the traditional question, “What do you do?” (p. 627) to 
“What do you think about what you do?” (p. 627) the participants are able to become active 
research participants and interpret their own experiences. It would be interesting to investigate if 
this thought process in the context of cover work reveals mechanisms of identity-work which 
could be applied to professions outside the operatic arts. 
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Mayoh and Onwuegbuzie (2015, pp. 98-103) posit triangulation with suitable mixed-
method phenomenological models would support this process of enquiry as it follows Giorgi’s 
(2009) argument that “the fundamental aim of phenomenological philosophy is to develop a 
greater understanding of individuals’ experiences through the consciousness of the experiencer” 
(as cited in Mayoh & Onwuegbuzie, 2015, p. 92). 
Industry implications 
Some artists that I have covered will ask for the cover not to be allowed to attend rehearsals. 
Whereas other artists are happy to interact with the cover and do not feel threatened by them. As 
a cover coming to cover different artists you are never quite sure how you are going to be 
treated. Are you going to be treated as a rival, are you going to be treated as a colleague, are you 
going to be treated as inferior, are you going to be treated as an equal? That is partly to do with 
the individual artist’s own personality that you are covering, but I would like there to be some 
protocol to treat covers as professionals and not ask them to be invisible because that makes a 
difficult job even more difficult. (Kathy) 
The participants with cover experience, especially the principals in their mid- and senior-
careers with a performance history of major principal roles, are aware of the psychological 
challenges the cast performers might encounter during the rehearsal process and in the lead-up to 
opening night. They develop strategies to engage with the performance cast in a collegial and 
unobtrusive manner. However, there have been occasions where the cover-singers were denied 
access to rehearsals and relevant artistic information at the request of the cast performer. The 
cover-singers suggest the development of rules of engagement to support a productive 
environment conducive to the professional needs of the performing and covering cast. 
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“To have a cover at the optimum you have to have a full cover-showing. That is the only 
way to get the whole of the cover-cast at performance level” (Anna). The participants who 
experienced cover-showings in the past suggested the reintroduction of cover-showings, or 
performances of the cover-cast for promotional purposes as a preparatory tool to achieve 
performance-readiness. It would motivate the cover-singers’ rehearsal process and nurture their 
performance skills by providing a performance platform. 
Developing performance activities outside Opera Australia and augmenting the 
professional portfolios with industry-related engagements supports the singers’ identity 
formation during periods of low performance opportunities at Australia’s national opera. 
Knowledge about the close relationship between work opportunities and the singers’ selves could 
raise the singers’ awareness to develop practise routines during times of low performance 
opportunities which address not only the maintenance of vocal abilities but also aspects of 
nurturing the inner selves to be performance-ready when new work opportunities present 
themselves. Participants in this study encourage their colleagues to seek peer support and 
counselling from persons of trust or professionals during difficult phases of redefinitions of their 
artistic selves in an effort to adjust to the changing demands of their working environment. 
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Appendices 
APPENDIX A 
Participant information statement 
(1) What is this study about? 
 
You are invited to take part in a research study about what it means to cover operatic 
principal roles at our major operatic arts company Opera Australia. Identifying and 
understanding the different ways of how professional performers relate to aspects of 
operatic cover work will add to the knowledge about what it means to be a 
performer. It will aid young opera students to form realistic and informed 
expectations of their chosen profession. 
 
You have been invited to participate in this study because we are interested in your 
views about operatic cover work. This Participant Information Statement tells you 
about the research study. Knowing what is involved will help you decide if you want 
to take part in the study. Please read this sheet carefully and ask questions about 
anything that you don’t understand or want to know more about. 
 
Participation in this research study is voluntary. 
 
By giving consent to take part in this study you are telling us that you: 
 Understand what you have read. 
 Agree to take part in the research study as outlined below. 
 Agree to the use of your personal information as described. 
 
You will be given a copy of this Participant Information Statement to keep. 
 
(2) Who is running the study? 
 
The study is being carried out by the following researchers: 
• Anke Höppner-Ryan, Principal Soprano with Opera Australia, Casual Lecturer in 
Voice at Sydney Conservatorium of Music, The University of Sydney 
 
Anke Höppner-Ryan is conducting this study as the basis for the degree of Doctor of 
Musical Arts undertaken at The University of Sydney. This will take place under the 
supervision of Professor Anna Reid, Associate Dean, Learning and Teaching. 
 
(3) What will the study involve for me? 
 
You will be asked to participate in a one on one interview with Anke Höppner-Ryan. 
Anke will ask you qualitative, open ended questions like: What is the role of a cover? 
What have your experiences been as a cover? What are your expectations for the 
future? This interview will be audio recorded and transcribed by the researcher. The 
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transcriptions of your interview and the interviews of the other participants will be 
our research data. This data will be analysed and forms the basis for our conclusions. 
We hope, that the conclusions of our study will help young opera students to form 
realistic and informed expectations of their chosen profession. We also hope, that our 
study will aid professional opera singers in making informed career decisions about 
covering. At the beginning of the interview, you will be asked about your age and for 
how many years you have been working as an opera singer. This information and all 
other information will remain confidential. To ensure your confidentiality throughout 
the study and future publications, we will change your name in the interview 
transcriptions. We will contact you by email once the study has been accepted and 
will give you full access to the results of the study. 
 
The interview can be conducted at the premises of Opera Australia, the Sydney 
Conservatorium of Music in Macquarie Street in Sydney or a place of your own 
choosing. 
 
(4) How much of my time will the study take? 
 
The interview will last between 30 and 60 minutes. You can take breaks at any time 
during the interview. 
 
(5) Do I have to be in the study? Can I withdraw from the study once I’ve started? 
 
Being in this study is completely voluntary and you do not have to take part. Your 
decision whether to participate will not affect your current or future relationship with 
the researchers or anyone else at The University of Sydney and Opera Australia. 
Your decision not to take part in the study will remain confidential. 
 
If you decide to take part in the study and then change your mind later, you are free 
to withdraw at any time. You can do this by emailing Professor Anna Reid at 
anna.reid@sydney.edu.au or by emailing Anke Höppner-Ryan at 
anke.ryan@sydney.edu.au. 
 
You are free to stop the interview at any time. Unless you say that you want us to 
keep them, any recordings will be erased and the information you have provided will 
not be included in the study results. You may also refuse to answer any questions that 
you do not wish to answer during the interview. 
 
(6) Are there any risks or costs associated with being in the study? 
 
Aside from giving up your time, we do not expect that there will be any risks or costs 
associated with taking part in this study. We will stop the interview if you experience 
distress. 
 
In the unlikely case of you experiencing discomfort or mild negative feelings, please, 
contact lifeline through the internet at www.lifeline.org.au or call directly 13 11 14. 
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(7) Are there any benefits associated with being in the study? 
 
Our Study aims to contribute to the knowledge pool of what it means to be a 
performer. Cover work is complex. It demands a full set of artistic skills as well as 
“nerves of steel” to be able to perform at short notice, often without rehearsals. 
Covers have to have the ability to quickly react to changed working conditions. 
Within minutes they change from bystanders in the rehearsal room to carrying lead 
roles in front of an audience, only to have to return into the anonymity of the 
bystander again. This ability to change successfully between different functions and 
positions in their working environment could be of interest for working environments 
outside of the performing arts. 
 
Any direct benefit to you: 
We cannot guarantee that you will receive any direct benefits from being in the 
study, but we are happy to provide hot beverages during the interview. 
 
(8) What will happen to information about me that is collected during the study? 
 
Your information will remain confidential during and after the study. Your interview 
will be transcribed. This transcription will be analysed, and excerpts of the transcript 
might be used in publications. 
Your information will be stored securely, and your identity/information will only be 
disclosed with your permission, except as required by law. Study findings may be 
published, but you will not be identified in these publications. 
 
Hardcopies of your interview and your interview transcription will be stored in Room 
2083, C41- Sydney Conservatorium of Music, The University of Sydney, NSW 2006 
AUSTRALIA during the study. Electronic copies during the study and for 7 years 
after the conclusion of the study will be held at the Research Data Store (RDS) at 
The University of Sydney. The storage of your data will be in accordance with:  
 
• Research Data Management Policy 2014 
• Research Data Management Procedures 2015 
• Research Code of Conduct 2013 
• Australian Code for the Responsible Conduct of Research 
 
By providing your consent, you are agreeing to us collecting personal information 
about you for the purposes of this research study. Your information will only be used 
for the purposes outlined in this Participant Information Statement, unless you 
consent otherwise. 
It is our intention to continue our research into performance aspects of opera singers 
after the conclusion of this study. Please, indicate if you allow us further to use your 
information by ticking the appropriate box on page 3 in the General Consent Form. 
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(9) Can I tell other people about the study? 
 
Yes, you are welcome to tell other people about the study. 
 
(10) What if I would like further information about the study? 
 
When you have read this information, Anke Höppner-Ryan will be available to 
discuss it with you further and answer any questions you may have. You can contact 
her by email under anke.ryan@sydney.edu.au. If you would like to know more at any 
stage during the study, please feel free to contact Anke Höppner-Ryan 
(anke.ryan@sydney.edu.au, phone: 02 9597 1551, mobile: 0425 609 544). 
 
(11) Will I be told the results of the study? 
 
You have a right to receive feedback about the overall results of this study. You can 
tell us that you wish to receive feedback by ticking the relevant box on the consent 
form. This feedback will be in the form of a one-page lay summary. You will receive 
this feedback after the study is finished. You can also request access to the full study 
as indicated under point (3) above. 
 
(12) What if I have a complaint or any concerns about the study? 
 
Research involving humans in Australia is reviewed by an independent group of 
people called a Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC). The ethical aspects of 
this study have been approved by the HREC of The University of Sydney [Project 
No: 2015/635]. As part of this process, we have agreed to carry out the study 
according to the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research (2007). 
This statement has been developed to protect people who agree to take part in 
research studies. 
 
If you are concerned about the way this study is being conducted or you wish to make 
a complaint to someone independent from the study, please contact the university using 
the details outlined below. Please quote the study title and protocol number. 
 
The Manager, Ethics Administration, University of Sydney: 
• Telephone: +61 2 8627 8176 
• Email: ro.humanethics@sydney.edu.au 
• Fax: +61 2 8627 8177 (Facsimile) 
 
Project No: 2015/635 
A phenomenographic investigation into understandings of operatic cover work by 
professional opera singers at Opera Australia and opera students at The University of 
Sydney. 
This information sheet is for you to keep. 
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APPENDIX B 
Ethics Approval for Project No.: 2015/635 by the Sydney Human Ethics Committee 
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APPENDIX C 
Recruitment letter to singers at Opera Australia 
Dear singers, 
 
Anke Höppner is currently undertaking post-graduate research under my direction. Her research 
study is about what it means to cover operatic roles. This research study is being conducted as the 
basis for the degree of Doctor of Musical Arts at The University of Sydney. The study is interview 
based and the scope and focus of the study is provided in the attached Participant Information 
Statement. Please, contact Anke Höppner if you would like to participate in this study. 
 
Kind regards,  
 
Anna Reid 
 
 
Contact details: 
Anke Höppner 
Email: anke.ryan@sydney.edu.au 
Mobile:  
 
Participant Information Statement also at 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/g5hn7rzsyi6bl9k/PIS%2010%2011%202015.docx?dl=0 
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APPENDIX D 
Recruitment letter to the students at the Opera School of the  
Sydney Conservatorium of Music, The University of Sydney 
Dear opera students, 
 
Anke Höppner is currently undertaking post-graduate research under my direction. Her research 
study is about what it means to cover operatic roles. This research study is being conducted as the 
basis for the degree of Doctor of Musical Arts at The University of Sydney. The study is interview 
based and the scope and focus of the study is provided in the attached Participant Information 
Statement. Please, contact Anke Höppner if you would like to participate in this study. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Anna Reid 
 
 
Contact details: 
Anke Höppner 
Email: anke.ryan@sydney.edu.au 
Mobile:  
 
Participant Information Statement also at 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/g5hn7rzsyi6bl9k/PIS%2010%2011%202015.docx?dl=0 
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APPENDIX E 
Participant Consent Form 
The meaning of operatic cover work 
 
I, ................................................................................... [PRINT NAME], agree to take part in this 
research study. 
 
In giving my consent, I state that: 
 
 I understand the purpose of the study, what I will be asked to do, and any risks/benefits 
involved. 
 
 I have read the Participant Information Statement and have been able to discuss my 
involvement in the study with the researchers if I wished to do so. 
 
 The researchers have answered any questions that I had about the study, and I am happy 
with the answers. 
 
 I understand that being in this study is completely voluntary and I do not have to take 
part. My decision whether to be in the study will not affect my relationship with the 
researchers or anyone else at The University of Sydney and Opera Australia now or in the 
future. 
 
 I understand that I can withdraw from the study at any time. 
 
 I understand that I may stop the interview at any time if I do not wish to continue, and 
that unless I indicate otherwise any recordings will then be erased and the information 
provided will not be included in the study. I also understand that I may refuse to answer 
any questions I do not wish to answer. 
 
 I understand that personal information about me that is collected over the course of this 
project will be stored securely and will only be used for purposes that I have agreed to. I 
understand that information about me will only be told to others with my permission, 
except as required by law. 
 
 I understand that the results of this study may be published, and that publications will not 
contain my name or any identifiable information about me. 
 
 
I consent to: 
• Audio-recording   YES  NO  
 
• Being contacted about future studies  YES  NO  
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Would you like to receive feedback about the overall results of this study? 
    YES  NO  
If you answered YES, please indicate your preferred form of feedback and address: 
 
 Postal: ___________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________ 
 
 Email: ___________________________________________________ 
 
 
Do you permit us to use data collected from your interview for future research projects? Your 
data will remain confidential. 
                                                                                                YES      □             NO    □ 
 
 
........................................................... 
Signature  
 
 
............................................................ 
PRINT name 
 
 
............................................................ 
Date 
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APPENDIX F 
Manuscript: Lecture-Recital: Learning for Cover’s Sake 
 
Introduction 
The research about operatic cover-work identified the high expectations students, graduates, and 
professional singers at all career levels place on cover-work as an agent to enter, advance, and 
prolong a professional career as opera singers at Opera Australia. The chosen methodology of 
this doctoral dissertation about operatic cover-work is phenomenography. I wanted to explore the 
scope of ideas the students and graduates from the Sydney Conservatorium of Music and 
professional opera singers in their affiliation with Opera Australia associate with covering. The 
qualitative in-depth interviews all began with the same open-ended question: ‘What comes to 
mind when you think about covering operatic roles?’ I did not want to influence the thought 
process of the participants, but, following Bowden’s (Bowden & Walsh, 2000) view of the 
phenomenographic interview, let the participants reveal and express their understandings of the 
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phenomena. Most professional participants linked ideas of covering with ideas of stress. It is 
estimated that 25-35% of singers suffer from mild to severe forms of music performance anxiety 
(Diehl, 2016, p. 1). With a percentage as high as that, it is likely that sufferers of music 
performance anxiety are among the participants of this study. However, the complex subject of 
music performance anxiety is not the focus of this study and deserves separate investigation. 
The interviews revealed the symbiotic relationship between the quality of role preparation, stress 
levels, and successful execution of cover-events. Maria’s comment “I would need to learn [the 
role] more securely than if I am actually singing it because I would need to be sure without the 
rehearsals and without the experience of the stage.” is representative of the views of the 
professional singers about technical aspects of covering. 
Skull’s (2013) findings in her doctoral dissertation about performance excellence specific 
to opera singers support the ideas of the participants of my research. Skull examined the skills 
the singers used in the context of deliberate preparedness and performance environment to 
achieve and maintain performance excellence at national and international performance levels. 
Skull’s findings emphasise the influence of high levels of deliberate preparedness on the feelings 
of learning self-efficacy and the interrelationship between the levels of deliberate preparation, 
performance efficacy, and performance (p.158). 
A performer moves through four distinct phases during a production period from the time 
of casting. The first phase is the pre-production period in which the performer researches and 
prepares his role musically, dramatically, and voice technically. The performer memorises his 
role and prepares physically and mentally for the upcoming second phase, the rehearsal period. 
Supported by the technical departments of an opera house including wardrobe, props, design and 
lighting, music staff, and production team the principal cast assembles to engage in a cycle of 
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music-, production-, and stage rehearsals that leads to the first performance on opening night. 
During the third phase, the performance period, the singers and all contributing parties deliver, 
refine and develop the production in front of an audience. The post-production period is the 
fourth and last phase of the production cycle in which the performer reflects on his experiences 
and re-adjusts his self to the individual realities of a new working environment. Identity-work 
and readjustment of the self is an individually directed and constant process through all 
production phases. 
Only the involvement in two phases of the production period is predictable for the cover-
cast. Like the performing cast, the covering singers engage in the process of role-acquisition in 
the pre-production period and in the process of readjustment of the singers’ self in the post-
production period. The level of involvement of the cover-singers in the rehearsal- and 
performance periods are unpredictable. The production related technical rehearsal experiences of 
cover-singers in this study vary significantly depending on the availability of rehearsal resources 
and other management related external factors. Unlike the performing cast cover-singers do not 
engage in a full rehearsal cycle with music- and production calls, sitzprobe, stage piano dress-, 
stage orchestra dress-, and the public general dress rehearsals. Cover-singers also miss the 
experience of having rehearsed in costume, wigs, and make-up in the spatial and acoustic 
environment of the onstage set. Cover-rehearsals at Opera Australia begin traditionally after the 
opening night of a production. The scope of technical related rehearsal experiences for the cover-
singers of this study ranges from having observed and rehearsed all scenes with the full cover-
cast in the rehearsal studio to having rehearsed only a selection of scenes–sometimes without 
other relevant members of the cover-cast. Some singers were not able to observe or rehearse 
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scenes because they performed other roles in the same production, and one singer was unable to 
observe any rehearsals due to being cast in multiple other productions at the same time. 
PowerPoint Slide 1 
The least predictable phase of a production period for cover-singers is the performance phase. 
The cover-singers simply do not know if, when, and for how many times they are called on to 
replace an ailing colleague. 
Oakland, MacDonald, & Flowers (2013) describe the opera singer’s self as a sum of two 
sub-identities: The singer forms a ‘musical self’ through his relationship with his embodied 
instrument. How the outside world or professional environment reacts to his ‘musical self’ forms 
the basis of his ‘working self’ (pp. 262-263). 
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PowerPoint Slide 2 
 
Both selves are interrelated and in a state of constant readjustment: Offers of work or positive 
rehearsal outcomes will strengthen the singer’s ‘musical self’. In return a strong ‘musical self’ 
might lead to enhanced feelings of efficacy which effect good performance outcomes and 
positive reactions from the singer’s professional environment. Considering the close 
interrelationship between the levels of deliberate preparation and feelings of learning self-
efficacy and its influence on performance excellence and feelings of performance efficacy in the 
above-mentioned dissertation (Skull, 2013, p. 158), the experiences of the singers in my study 
confirm that high levels of preparation strengthen their ‘musical selves’. 
It is interesting that although all singers stressed the importance of self-preparation, only 
one singer–Christa, a novice professional without cover-experience describes her process of self-
preparation in the pre-production period (thesis, p. 32). The other singers refer to the learning 
process as the memorisation process during the production rehearsal period. They describe 
aspects of the strategies they use to internalise the production musically, dramatically, and 
spatially. The industry expects singers to apply individual learning strategies that make it 
possible to arrive on the first day of production with their roles fully prepared and memorised. 
This lecture aims at students at tertiary level. One of the major difficulties for students I have 
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identified during my more than ten years of involvement teaching at tertiary level and confirmed 
in recent history during the preparation phase for a public concert of the opera school at the 
Sydney Conservatorium of Music is developing a strategy that keeps them connected with their 
embodied instruments and have repertoire studied, sung in, and memorised sufficiently in time 
for an upcoming performance while sitting through lectures, writing papers, and work in various 
jobs to make a living. Development and exploration of such strategies must be part of the 
learning experience at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music.  
I therefore will expose and demonstrate my own preparatory strategy leading up to this 
lecture/recital. Score analysis, the abilities to identify musical- and performance cues as well as 
to profile operatic characters are already part of the curriculum of the opera course at the Sydney 
Conservatorium of Music and are not the focus of this lecture/performance. I will then explore 
and demonstrate the technical aspects of covering ‘observation’ and ‘mirroring’ as revealed by 
the participants of this study on the prepared material. The triangulation of the research methods 
of life history research and phenomenography allows the inclusion of my own experiences as a 
performer into the context of this lecture (Hermanowicz, 2007, p. 627). My affiliation with 
Opera Australia began 20 years ago; I have frequently performed and covered major principal 
roles with this organisation. This lecture is informed by my experiences covering the role of 
Brünnhilde in Richard Wagner’s (1813-1813) cycle Der Ring des Nibelungen, WWV 86 (1857-
1871) in Opera Australia’s 2013 and 2016 productions. This lecture is also scaffolded by the 
work journal I wrote over a period of four weeks during the rehearsals for the afore mentioned 
2016 production. Aspects of my preparatory process include strategies to maintain general- and 
vocal health and deliberate preparation skills to achieve preparedness for upcoming professional 
engagements in a timely manner. Other professional singers including Christa and the singers in 
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Skull’s (2013) study apply similar strategies. However, the process of learning which I describe 
is my own and has been informed by my experiences over the length of my professional career. 
Preparation strategy 
With only four ongoing principal singers employed at Opera Australia in 2017 (Opera Australia, 
2017, p. 27) the highly casualised workforce of professional principal opera singers in Australia 
follows the global trend of transitioning from organisational- to protean careers (Hall, 2004). It is 
therefore likely that most singers in Australia develop a portfolio of employment. Finding time to 
practise, maintain and learn repertoire is a challenge for musicians as identified by Creech et al. 
(2008) in their study about the transitional process of music students into music professionals. 
Work choice 
My philosophy is that I am a singer 24 hours a day. My instrument is embodied. Everything that 
effects my health including my posture, hydration, food choices, physical fitness and everyday 
vocal use affects my ability to sing. My first aim is to develop an employment portfolio which is 
as closely connected to singing as possible. All my work commitments outside of active 
performance are connected to singing. Teaching voice and how to sing in German inhibit the 
largest sector of my employment portfolio. This allows me to be intellectually connected with 
the artform throughout my working day. 
PowerPoint Slide 3 
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Health choices 
My next key strategic point is to make sure I am as healthy as possible to be able to fulfil the 
physical and emotional demands during the preparatory-, rehearsal-, and performance phase. I 
walk at least four kms daily and make sure I get up and down the staircases at the Sydney 
Conservatorium of Music at least eight times every time I am in the house. I eliminate dairy 
products from my diet and reduce sugar- and caffeine intake to combat gastric reflux. Drinking at 
least two litres of water is essential to keep my mucous membranes and vocal folds hydrated. 
Vocal rest is important. Avoiding long phone conversations and not speaking above loud noise 
by avoiding functions involving larger crowds work for me. 
Practice 
Another key strategic point is to divide my practice into incidental, targeted vocal maintenance 
practice, and targeted repertoire acquisition practice.  
Incidental practice 
This type of practice includes the awareness and realignment of my body posture during every 
day activities like walking and especially while sitting at the piano during the long working 
hours of teaching. I will also purposefully demonstrate vocal passages during teaching. This not 
only aids the teaching process, but it confirms aspects of my singer’s self and prevents vocal 
fatigue which can occur due to the vocal mirror effect while listening to untrained voices.  
Targeted vocal maintenance practice  
Demonstration 1: Lecture-recital recording, (31:20-35:43) 
I aim at including daily at least one sequence of exercises targeting a) breathing (Figure 1), b) 
resonance (Figure 2), c) soft palate exercise (Figure 3), and d) vowel modification (Figure 4). 
Experience has taught me that I need to practise singing after the conclusion of the majority of 
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my teaching workload on the day to avoid vocal fatigue due to speaking. Samples of each group 
of exercises are: 
a) Running sequences of triplets of the voiced dental fricative s [z]; focusing on the 
muscular sensations during the next intake of breath before the following voice attack as 
a reminder of established breathing patterns. 
 
Figure 1. Breathing exercise 
b) Running sequences using the voiced dental fricative s [z] in combination with the long 
and closed vowel i [i:] as in si [zi:] focusing on sensations of nasopharynx resonance. 
 
Figure 2. Resonance exercise 
c) Running sequences alternating between the use of the voiced velar ng [ŋ] and the 
combination of the voiced velar and the long vowel a [a:] as in nga [ŋa:]. 
 
Figure 3. Soft palate exercise 
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d) Running sequences of the vowels i, e, ä, a, o, a, ä, e, i focusing on the tip of the tongue in 
a lower dental position. 
 
Figure 4. Vowel modification exercise 
Targeted repertoire acquisition practice 
This practice aims directly at the acquisition of new repertoire leading up to a contract, in this 
case today’s lecture/performance. My first step is to establish a general timeline which includes 
the preparatory, rehearsal, and performance phases. Time management is a crucial deliberate 
skill for all singers, especially when preparing for an upcoming contract while maintaining other 
employment, or while engaged in other performance work. 
 My timeline includes the last three months leading up to this lecture/performance. I need 
to consider aspects of project planning due to the nature of this project, however, I will focus on 
the description of the musical preparation. I defined three distinct project phases in accordance 
with the production period in an opera house: 
Conceptional project- and musical preparation phase, commencing on August 1, 2018; 
Technical organisation and rehearsal phase, commencing on October 1, 2018; 
Performance phase, October 31, 2018 
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PowerPoint Slide 3 
 
Conceptional project- and musical preparation phase 
The development of the concept of this project began before the set date of August 1, 2018 and 
continues throughout the conceptional phase. The aims of the lecture inform the choice of the 
musical material, Brünnhilde’s scene ‘Starke Scheite (Immolation Scene)’ from the opera 
Götterdämmerung (1876) by Richard Wagner (1813-1883). This scene is suited to the format of 
this lecture/performance as it includes musically complex structures, is a monologue, involves 
simple staging, and is of a suitable length. I prepared the music for covering in the 2013 and 
2016 productions for Opera Australia. The last time I performed it was two years ago and the 
complexity of the music demands an intensive vocal re-familiarisation of the scene. My insight 
into the complex character of Brünnhilde has also developed during the last two years and 
demands the re-evaluation of my interpretation. 
Scheduling 
My next action is to organise the study and learning of the scene. I reorganise my weekly work 
schedule to include time slots for designated learning tasks. Table 1 shows my weekly work 
schedule before the re-organisation. Table 2 shows the adjusted weekly work schedule. 
  
Conceptional project-
and musical 
preparation phase
August 1, 2018
Technical 
organization- and 
rehearsal phase 
October 1, 2018
Performance phase
October 31, 2018
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Table 1 
Personal weekly work schedule in the pre-preparatory phase 
 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
5:00 PT       
6:00 PT       
7:00 PT PT PT DMA    
8:00 PT PT PT EA LP   
9:00 T T T PRT PRT   
10:00 T T T T T EA EA 
11:00 T T T T T EA EA 
12:00 T T T T T   
13:00 T EA EA PRT T  LP 
14:00 T T T  T  LP 
15:00 T T T LP T DMA LP 
16:00 T T T LP T DMA LP 
17:00 T T PT EA PRT DMA  
18:00 PT T    DMA DMA 
19:00 PT T EA DMA EA DMA DMA 
20:00 PT PT LP DMA DMA DMA DMA 
21:00 PT  DMA DMA  DMA DMA 
22:00 PT     DMA DMA 
23:00        
 
Table 2 
Personal weekly work schedule during the conceptional project- and musical preparation phase 
 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
5:00 PT       
6:00 PT       
7:00 PT PT PT PP EA   
8:00 PT EA PT EA PT EA AL LP   
9:00 T T T PRT PRT   
10:00 T T T T T EA EA 
11:00 T T T T T EA EA 
12:00 T T T T T   
13:00 T PP PP PRT T  LP 
14:00 T T T  T  LP 
15:00 T T T LP T AL LP 
16:00 T T T LP T MP LP 
17:00 T T PT EA EA PRT AL  
18:00 PT EA T    MP AL 
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19:00 PT MP T LP AL EA PP MP 
20:00 PT MP PT EA AL AL AL PP AL 
21:00 PT MP  AL PP  PP PP 
22:00 PT     PP PP 
23:00        
 
 
The length of the conceptional project and musical preparation phase is 61 days. I aim at 
memorising the material by September 23, 2018 after 54 days. The music rehearsals with the 
accompanist commence after this date and continue regularly till performance day. The 
rehearsals for the scenic realisation of the project commence on October 1, 2018 and continue till 
the performance day on October 31, 2018. 
I know through experience that I react well to structure and visual cues. This is the reason 
I work with a learning grid (Table 3). The grid contains dates and progress cues, allowing me to 
track my progress and adhere to learning timelines. It reduces stress by giving me a sense of 
control especially when learning larger roles. The scene is written over 18 pages in the Leipzig 
Peters edition of Götterdämmerung (n.d. 1910, plate 9802) with text by Felix Mottl (1856-1911). 
My aim is to be able to sing the scene with the aid of the vocal score by August 16, 2018, 
studying one page per learning day. September 23, 2018 is my set date for having the music 
memorised. From thereon I sing through the entire scene at least once per active learning day. 
October 28, 2018 is the date for finalising all performance decisions. 
Table 3 
Learning grid, ‘Starke Scheite (Immolation Scene)’ from the opera Götterdämmerung (1876) by 
Richard Wagner (1813-1883) 
Public 
transport 
(PT) 
Private 
transport 
(PRT) 
Teaching 
(T) 
Lecture 
preparation 
(LP) 
Emails/Admin 
(EA) 
Project Planning (PP) 
Active Learning (AL) 
Mental Practice (MP) 
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Page 
numbe
r 
Repetition
s 
Key 
date 1 Repetitions 
Key 
date 2 Repetitions 
Key 
date 3 
345-
346 xixixixi 
achieve
d xixixixixixxixxix 
achieve
d 
zzzzzzzzzzzz
z 
achieve
d 
347 xixixixi  xxixxixixixixxixi  
zzzzzzzzzzzz
z  
348 xixixixi  xxixxixixixixixxi  
zzzzzzzzzzzz
z  
349 xixixixi  xixxixxixixixixxi  
zzzzzzzzzzzz
z  
350 xixixixi  xixixixxixxixxixi  
zzzzzzzzzzzz
z  
351 xixixixi  xixxixixxixixixixi  
zzzzzzzzzzzz
z  
352 xixixixi  xxixixxixixxixixi  
zzzzzzzzzzzz
z  
353 xixixixi  
xixixixixixxixixix
i  
zzzzzzzzzzzz
z  
354 xixixixi  
xixxixixixixixixix
i  
zzzzzzzzzzzz
z  
355 xixixixi  xxixxixxixxixixi  
zzzzzzzzzzzz
z  
356 xixixixi  xixixxixixixxixixi  
zzzzzzzzzzzz
z  
357 xixixixi  xixxixixixixixxixi  
zzzzzzzzzzzz
z  
358 xixixixi  
xixixixixxixxixxi
xi  
zzzzzzzzzzzz
z  
359 xixixixi  
xixixixixixixixixi
xi  
zzzzzzzzzzzz
z  
360 xixixixi  
xxixxixxixixixxix
i  
zzzzzzzzzzzz
z  
361 xixixixi  
xixixixixixixixixi
x  
zzzzzzzzzzzz
z  
362 xixixixi  
xixixixixixixixixi
x  
zzzzzzzzzzzz
z  
 
x - 10 repetitions 
i - running the scene from the beginning to the end of the studied section 
z - running the entire scene   
Key date 1 - August 16, 2018 
Key date 2 - September 23, 2018 
Key date 3 - October 28, 2018 
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Mental mapping of the score 
I begin my process of role acquisition with character- and text analysis and extensive background 
studies before the mental mapping of a score. I adhered to this process during the preparation 
phase of my cover-involvement as Brünnhilde in the 2013 and 2016 productions of the Ring-
Cycle (Wagner, 1876) of Opera Australia and in preparation of my second creative project of this 
doctoral study. I refreshed this knowledge in the lead-up to the active learning phase and will not 
describe this process in detail here.  
The current active learning phase of this project commences with the mental mapping of 
the ‘Immolation Scene.’ I sit down at the piano to play and vocalise the vocal lines Brünnhilde’s 
using first the single vowel ü [y:] and then the text to explore my psycho-physiological reactions 
to her music without being influenced by other interpretations. This process continues until I find 
an intellectual and emotional connection between each phrase, identifying the structural 
significant musical key points as the base for the formation of my sub-text. This method follows 
Nakahara et al.’s findings in their 2013 study that the psycho-physiological reactions of 
musicians during a performance are bigger than during listening to music. At the end of this 
process I identified 34 music cues. I designate a key thought to each cue which also serves as a 
performance cue. The cues are marked in the score on yellow paper as visual cues for the 
memorisation process (Figure 5). Rhythmic cues for memorising purposes and breathing marks 
are pencilled in (Figure 6). 
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Demonstration 2: Lecture-recital, (47:22-50:32) 
 
Figure 5. Musical key thoughts and performance cues 
Bars 1299-1328 (Wagner, 1910, p. 351) 
Cue 9: Betrayal; Cue 10: Nornes; Cue 11: Valhalla/Wotan; Cue 12: Brünnhilde’s suffering;  
Cue 13: Brünnhilde’s lament; Cue 14: Accusation of Wotan 
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Figure 6. Rhythmic cues and breathing marks 
Bars 1381-1398 (Wagner, 1910, p. 354) 
Learning Tape 
The next learning step is to study and sing-in each vocal phrase with the method described in 
Table 3. I had not performed music from the Ring-Cycle (Wagner, 1876) before my involvement 
with Opera Australia in 2013. I therefore arranged music rehearsals with the industry expert 
Tony Legge at the very beginning of studying Brünnhilde to go through her scenes and record a 
study-tape (Figure 7) at the end of each rehearsal. Tony Legge is a Bayreuth scholar and was the 
artistic director during Opera Australia’s 2013 and 2016 productions of the Ring-Cycle (Wagner, 
1876). A study-tape is a piano version of the music. It consists of the vocal part supported by key 
harmonies, the melodic lines of the dominant orchestra instruments and contains information 
about the conducting practice of the scene. A study-tape is an effective preparatory tool. It allows 
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me to control my pitch, rhythm, tempo, and phrasing while familiarising myself with key 
elements of the orchestra score and affords me to study independently from other resources. It 
also prevents me from unconsciously picking up mistakes and vocal cues from recordings. 
Demonstration 3: Lecture-recital, (52:10-53:52) 
 
 
Figure 7. Work tape 
Bars 1240-1249 (Wagner, 1910, pp. 346-347) with music sample (bars 1241-1248) 
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It is only now that I begin to actively source audio- and video recordings of the material. I will 
always conduct the first readings of the recordings with the vocal score to ensure musical 
accuracy. 
Technical organisation- and rehearsal phase 
The dramatic- and technical realisation of the learned material commences throughout this phase. 
Cover-singers experience the rehearsal phase of an opera production differently to the 
performing singers. Some of the differences are: 
• the inability to test their physiological and emotional reactions over the entirety of a 
performance run 
• the inability to familiarise with the orchestral feedback, the spatial, acoustic and visual 
conditions in the performance space 
• the unfamiliarity with the other cast members 
• the unfamiliarity with costumes, wigs, and props in a cover-event 
• the difficulty to achieve implicit memory for movements and choreographies 
• the difficulty to build vocal stamina, and 
• the difficulty to find time to practice in addition to attending the rehearsals of the 
performing-cast. 
To combat these difficulties the cover-singers apply the following strategies: 
• observing as many rehearsals as possible to mark the vocal score with notes about 
dramatic intent and the blocking of the scenes 
• finding time to mirror and practise the blocking until movement and intent merge 
• using the rehearsal set during production breaks to gain spatial awareness of the set 
• communicating with the assistant director if questions about the dramatic content arise 
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• permitting themselves to follow their internal processes of role discovery and 
development 
• undertaking coachings with the music and language staff 
• organising rehearsals with other cover-colleagues to practice complex choreographies 
and movement patterns. 
The skills of observation and mirroring the cover-singers of this study apply during the rehearsal 
phase of an opera production are the foundation of successful cover-work. I will demonstrate 
some of its aspects in the following section. 
Observation 
The cover-singers try to observe as many rehearsals as possible to follow the dramatic 
development of the relationships of the characters involved in each scene. Paying attention to 
changing details and the ability to interpret complex movement patterns are especially important 
if the cover-singer is prevented from following the context discussions between the performing 
cast and the director or conductor. For various reasons cover-singers might also be limited in the 
number of rehearsals they are able to attend. This happened to me during the stage orchestra 
rehearsals of Götterdämmerung (Wagner, 1876) in Melbourne when I had to perform the stage 
orchestra rehearsals of the final scene without having had the opportunity to observe any 
production calls or the Sitzprobe. I took the movement cues from the archival recording of the 
2013 performance season, assigned meanings to each significant movement and in the process 
mapped the scene with a sequence of performance cues. The material in Figure 8 is an example 
of such a process. Opera Australia’s strict copyright policy prohibits the use of archival- and 
rehearsal recordings for purposes unrelated to processes within the company and prevents me 
from using their material for this lecture/performance. Instead I chose video material from the 
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1992 Bayreuth production of Götterdämmerung (Wagner, 1876) with Harry Kupfer as the 
director and Daniel Barenboim as the conductor featuring the orchestra of the Bayreuther 
Festspiele and Anne Evans as Brünnhilde. I am familiar with Harry Kupfer’s working methods 
through my employment at the Komische Oper in Berlin, where he was the artistic director 
during my years of engagement as a principal singer. I also observed the general dress rehearsal 
of this production in Bayreuth in 1992. 
Demonstration 4: Lecture-recital, (58:50-1:10:40) 
 
Figure 8. Observation skills, bars 1229-1232, cues 1-2 (Wagner, 1910, p. 345) 
Cue 1-Clutch ring; contemplate next actions, look at Hagen left; 
Cue 2-Decision time; hands down, turn towards back, move towards back at first slowly then 
fast; 
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Figure 8. Observation skills, bars 1234-1245, cues 3-7 (Wagner, 1910, p. 346) 
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Cue 3-Stop before grave site, turn right and move slowly towards mid-stage to the centre line 
with the coffin; 
Cue 4-Arrive in centre, clutch ring and slowly move forwards, continue moving throughout the 
vocal line; 
Cue 5-Stop and point with right arm towards the back, keep pointing position; 
Cue 6-Arm down, clutch front of coat while walking continuously; 
Cue 7-Arrive; 
 
Figure 8. Observation skills, bars 1246-1255, cues 8-10 (Wagner, 1910, p. 347) 
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Cue 8-Turn back decisively on the spot to look at Siegfried; 
Cue 9-Turn back towards front just before the vocal entry to great Grane, stay in this spot; 
Cue 10-Lyric undertones; 
 
Figure 8. Observation skills, bars 1256-1260, cues 11-12 (Wagner, 1910, p. 348) 
Cue 11-Move quickly to the back with the intent of joining Siegfried; 
Cue 12-Place arm on Siegfried’s coffin with strict intentions; 
The notation of the cues in the score is a major tool for the singers to create sequences of 
performance cues and to rehearse the scenes in question in their own time and rehearsal 
environment. 
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Mirroring 
The cover-singers apply mirroring as a strategy to participate in the rehearsal process. They 
attach two meanings to the process of mirroring. One meaning is the application of the structural 
rehearsal process, or as Anna said: 
If they [performing cast] are doing a run of act 1 I make sure I do a run of act 1 around 
about the same time either with the coach or at least in a practice room by myself. And 
the same with stage calls and run throughs. By the time we are getting towards the stage 
and opening night there have been full runs of the role to mirror vocally the artist that has 
been cast in the role. 
The second meaning related to mirroring is the execution of the staging movements, 
choreographies, the practice of executing the sequences of performance cues for a scene and the 
musical mirroring by following the tempi and cues of the conductor (Figure 9). This process is 
especially important to build muscle memory and stamina. The cover-singers also apply mental 
practice during the mirroring process. Most performing singers do not permit their covers to 
record rehearsals and music calls. Moving along with the performance cast in studio rehearsals 
would disturb the rehearsals and unless being invited to do so for difficult choreographies would 
be considered as rude and unprofessional. It is effective to mirror movement patterns during the 
stage rehearsals if done so discretely in the darkness of the theatre auditorium at a sufficient 
distance to the stage. Another opportunity to capture the original tempi and sound cues is to sing 
and execute the staging while listening to the orchestra through the intercom in a rehearsal room 
in the main theatre during the final stage rehearsals and subsequent performances. 
Demonstration 5: Lecture-recital, (01:13:10-01:17:18) 
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Performance phase 
The performance phase for a cover-singer is a time of uncertainty. The lead-up to a cover-event 
from the time of notification ranges from being put on stand-by the night before to a surprise call 
after the commencement of the performance on the night. It is therefore important for cover-
singers to establish and follow a pre-performance routine. Vocal rest before the day of a 
performance, drinking at least two litres of water and avoiding exposure to the sun and strong 
winds to prevent dehydration as well as following a dietary regiment to minimise symptoms of 
gastric reflux are part of my pre-performance routine whenever a performance I am covering is 
scheduled. I will go through my entire role with the vocal score observing performance and 
musical cues in the evening before a performance day. 
I share the following strategies with my colleagues if I am called in for a cover-event: 
• arriving early at the theatre to familiarise myself with the onstage conditions by walking 
the set, locating the monitors, handling all props including opening and closing windows 
and doors. 
• testing the acoustic conditions on the set; 
• familiarising with difficult costume changes 
• running through specific parts of scenes with the assistant director; 
• communicating with the conductor by singing/marking through the role in a pre-
performance music-call; 
• studying the rehearsal notes and music score; 
• focusing on voice-technical aspects; and, 
• warming-up physically and vocally with a set routine of exercises 
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One of the most important factors during the execution of a cover-event is the contact with 
the conductor. I try to avoid using monitors as their transmission can be delayed. The direct 
contact is also assuring for the conductor who might be as nervous to hold the show together 
as is the cover-singer. 
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